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1. Exhibit B-1, page 1 1 

 2 

1.1  Please explain why the FBC culture for productivity improvement needs 3 

reinforcing. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to BCMEU IR 1.2.0. 7 

 8 

 9 

1.2 Please provide examples of the failures of the FBC productivity improvement 10 

customer that would need reinforcing. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to BCMEU IR 1.2.0. 14 

 15 

 16 

1.3.  Please provide documentation of the other approaches to productivity 17 

improvement FBC has considered as potentially cost effective and or has used 18 

without PBR in place. 19 

  20 

Response: 21 

FBC has not considered other approaches to productivity such as reengineering which focuses 22 

on the redesign of the organization, as it believes the focus on ongoing improvement is more 23 

appropriate. Reinforcing a productivity focus in the organization‟s culture and encouraging 24 

actions to review embedded practices and rethink work with the view to improve efficiency and 25 

effectiveness is cost effective and appropriate for its business.   26 

 27 
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 1 

 2 

1.4.  Please provide a quantitative baseline analysis of efficiency for the regulatory 3 

process, with all appropriate metrics defined, and provide the FBC expectation 4 

for a more efficient regulatory process in quantitative terms consistent with the 5 

baseline analysis. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

FBC believes an efficient regulatory process is one that is “reasonable, transparent, and 9 

responsive to new opportunities while rendering decisions in a timely manner”.  These are 10 

desired characteristics which must be assessed and balanced against each other to arrive at a 11 

solution that meets the different needs.   12 

For example, with new legislation regarding energy policy, clear interpretation or direction is 13 

imperative to enable regulators and companies to act quickly in response to new opportunities.  14 

Governments, business and regulators must work together to ensure a common understanding 15 

of the legislation's intent as well as implement a timely and efficient regulatory process. This will 16 

facilitate innovation and better enable B.C. to leverage the full potential of the economy to the 17 

benefit of taxpayers, energy consumers and investors. 18 

Additionally, an efficient regulatory process recognizes the importance of achieving success on 19 

regulatory issues and agreements for the benefit of both customers and the shareholder.  Of 20 

importance is the company‟s success in achieving reasonable regulatory decisions from the 21 

BCUC on the company‟s regulatory applications while maintaining constructive relationships 22 

with stakeholders. 23 

Given the circumstances, FBC believes measurement of the efficiency of the regulatory process 24 

is best done subjectively. However, if FBC‟s proposal is accepted, there are two broad 25 

categories of efficiencies that will likely accrue to customers.  They are: 26 

1. Savings of incremental costs associated with avoided annual or bi-annual rate hearings.  27 

These could save customers approximately $0.5 million to $2.0 million annually.  In total 28 

over the proposed five year term of the PBR, this would equate to approximately $2.5 29 

million to $10.0 million. These incremental costs associated with lawyers, consultants, 30 

experts, Commission, intervener and hearing venue costs are deferred and amortized 31 

into customer rates as hearing costs; and 32 

2. There are indirect costs associated with the amount of effort within the Company 33 

directed to managing the regulatory process, rather than being able to focus on 34 

managing the Company.  Many dozens of people within the Company are affected by 35 

the regulatory process, performing that work in addition to their main work.  Allowing 36 
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these employees to focus more attention on operating the business will assist the 1 

Company with identifying efficiencies and with achieving other improvements in 2 

operations without incurring additional costs for additional resources. 3 

  4 
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2. Exhibit B-1, Page 1 1 

 2 

2.1.  Please confirm that FBC‟s „investing‟ in new efficiencies, in the sense of 3 

providing capital will only be done with capital which would be fully paid for by 4 

the FBC customers or in the sense of providing management, employee and 5 

consultant time and effort will only be done with operating expenditures fully 6 

paid for by the FBC customers. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

FBC agrees that the traditional regulatory compact would suggest that net benefits of capital 10 

projects and O&M initiatives that produce O&M savings would be reflected in customer rates 11 

upon rebasing, while the Company earns a fair return on its invested capital.  12 

This fundamental relationship is true whether under cost of service regulation or under PBR.  13 

O&M and capital are rebased at the conclusion of a PBR to ensure the long term benefits of the 14 

savings go to customers.  Customers achieve greater benefits in the long term under PBR than 15 

under traditional cost of service regulation because the PBR effectively delays rebasing to 16 

incent the utility to invest more to achieve new cost savings, efficiencies and/or new revenues.  17 

In the meantime, customers receive benefits through earnings sharing.    18 

There is some risk to the Company regarding an incremental efficiency investment under PBR 19 

since, even with sharing of costs and benefits, the expected savings must materialize in order 20 

for there to be a payback and return before rebasing occurs.   21 

 22 

 23 

2.2.  Please confirm that to the extent FBC achieves efficiencies now, without a PBR 24 

process, they are 100% to the benefits of customers after a RRA period 25 

provided that the efficiencies are maintained. 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

Correct, since rebasing occurs after a specific test period.  It should be noted, however, that the 29 

rebasing at the end of a test period has the effect of making some incremental investments in 30 

efficiencies uneconomic for the Company because payback cannot be achieved before rebasing 31 

occurs.  Thus, the economics of efficiencies based on the management‟s responsibility to 32 
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shareholders will be different from the efficiencies achieved under PBR.  This is one of the main 1 

factors for using PBR rather than the cost of service with regular RRA periods.  2 

 3 

 4 

2.3.  Please confirm that if FBC achieves efficiencies now, without a PBR, to the 5 

extent expenditures are below those approved for rate setting FBC‟s 6 

shareholder is the net beneficiary of 100% of expenditures below the approved 7 

levels for rate setting made by the Commission. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

Conceptually, it is correct that the Company, and not customers, has the potential to benefit to 11 

the extent that expenditures are below those approved for rate setting in traditional cost of 12 

service ratemaking.  However, the statement as written cannot be confirmed for two reasons.  13 

First, cost savings without the revenues equal to the approved revenues do not necessarily lead 14 

to earnings even equal to the allowed return hence the benefit to shareholders as related to 15 

earned ROE may not even be achieved.  Second, ignoring for the moment the allowed ROE, 16 

the benefit to shareholders is less than 100% of the lower expenditures because of the tax 17 

effect. 18 

  19 
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3. Exhibit B-1, pages 1 and 2 1 

 2 

 3 

 3.1.  Why did FBC select a five year term as opposed to a two year term, possibly 4 

with extension as was done for 2007? 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

FBC believes that its 2007 - 2011 Plan was a success which resulted in further benefits for 8 

customers and the Company over what would have been the case under normal COS 9 

regulation.  By building on its experience and success with PBR within this jurisdiction, FBC has 10 

proposed 5 year term that will reduce regulatory burden and make it economical for the 11 

Company to seek out incremental efficiencies before rebasing occurs.  Shorter terms do not 12 

provide the same incentives and do not mirror the type of incentives from competitive markets to 13 

the same degree as longer term PBR Plans do.  For example, in this regard a two year PBR 14 

Plan would be no different than cost of service based RRA on a biennial cycle. 15 

 16 

 17 

3.2.  How accurate does FBC consider its forecast of O&M over a five year period?  18 

Please provide evidence with examples from previous years with explanations 19 

as to why the forecasts were over or under. 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

FortisBC considers its forecast of O&M over the five year period of 2014-2018 to be a high level 23 

view that is reasonably indicative.   24 

Past variances are not a result of inaccurate forecasts, but as a result of the Company having 25 

achieved greater cost savings as the PBR had incented it to do.  The impact of savings on 26 

earnings was shared with customers pursuant to the 50/50 earnings sharing mechanism. 27 
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The average percent variance between approved and actual O&M during the period 2007-2011 1 

is within a nominal variance of -1.5% as indicated in the Table below. 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

3.3.  How accurate does FBC consider its forecast of capital costs over a five year 6 

period? Please provide evidence with examples from previous years with 7 

explanations as to why the forecasts were over or under. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

FBC‟s forecast of capital cost is based on the AACE International Recommended Practice No. 11 

18R-97 with AACE Class 3 estimates provided for 2014 - 2015 projects and programs and 12 

AACE Class 4 estimates for 2016 – 2018 projects and programs.   13 

The table below provides variance and variance explanation between actual and budgeted 14 
capital expenditure during 2007-2012 period.  The variances primarily arose from factors not 15 
controllable by the Company.  These factors and may be generally classified as: 16 

1. Market related variance not previously anticipated;  17 

2. Lower than anticipated customer activity; and 18 

3. Project re-scheduling due to the timing of BCUC Decisions. 19 

O&M Parameters 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Approved Gross O&M 43,093           45,310           46,573           47,645           53,885           

Actual Gross O&M 43,001           44,725           46,017           46,148           53,076           

Variance $ (92)                  (585)                (556)                (1,497)            (809)                

Variance % -0.2% -1.3% -1.2% -3.1% -1.5%

Average Variance % -1.5%
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 2 

The majority of these variances are related to capital projects that were approved pursuant to 3 

CPCN Applications.  In the past, these CPCN capital project forecasts were included in 4 

Revenue Requirements.  Going forward, beginning with this PBR Application, CPCN project 5 

forecasts have been excluded from Revenue Requirements until such time as the CPCNs are 6 

approved.  Had this new treatment been in place historically, the majority of the above variances 7 

would not have occurred other than the market escalations experienced with the Kettle Valley 8 

Project and market savings experienced with the OTR project, as both of these projects were 9 

primarily price (as opposed to timing) variances.  10 

  11 

Budget Actual

2007 133,660          143,742          10,082                    Primarily due to the Kettle Valley Project escalation ($9M) 

2008 124,934          111,579          (13,355)                   Primarily delayed CPCN Approvals (OTR-$10M, Benvoulin - $5M) 

2009 129,465          112,723          (16,742)                  
 Primarily low customer activity ($8M) & Market driven savings in 

OTR Project ($9M) 

2010 167,416          142,038          (25,378)                  
 Primarily low customer activity ($3M) & Market driven savings in 

OTR ($19M) & Benvouline ($2M) Projects  

2011 93,507            88,365            (5,142)                      Primarily low customer activity ($5M)  

2012 87,368            64,680            (22,688)                  
 Rescheduled of projects mainly due to delayed BCUC decision, 

scope optimization  and lower customer activity 

Gross Loaded Expenditure 

(Without COR)Years
Variance 

Over / (Under)
Remarks
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4. Exhibit B-1, Page 3 1 

2 
 3 

 4 
 5 

4.1.  Please confirm that FBC has only examined PBR plans as an approach to 6 

improving efficiency. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Not confirmed.  There are other reasons that FBC proposes PBR unrelated to improving 10 

efficiency such as reducing regulatory processes and promoting an entrepreneurial culture for 11 

its employees that recognizes innovation.   12 

 13 

 14 

4.2. Please confirm that the B&V mandate only included examination of PBR plans 15 

and did not allow for consideration of other approaches to achieving efficiency 16 

improvement. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Confirmed.  The Company had considered PBR as the best possibility for achieving further 20 

efficiencies over and above its standard focus on productivity and past experience with PBR.  21 

The Commission‟s April 18, 2013 „2014 Revenue Requirements Application-Performance Based 22 

Rate Setting Environment‟ letter also placed focus on PBR.  It requested FBC to: 23 

…”describe its productivity improvement culture by an examination of PBR 24 

methodologies in its next Revenue Requirements Applications.  This examination is to 25 

evaluate the most recent PBR methodologies employed by FEU and FortisBC and the 26 

various PBR methodologies approved by other jurisdictions in Canada. FEU and 27 

FortisBC are to propose a PBR methodology and explain how it addresses the 28 

limitations in the various PBR methodologies, and will achieve a productivity 29 

improvement culture.” 30 
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 2 

4.3.  Please explain why FBC is willing to incorporate .5% productivity factor as part 3 

of an overall package when it has not been recommended by B&V. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

B&V made its recommendation for consideration as part of the assessment of PBR.  Since B&V 7 

was not hired to be an advocate of the Companies‟ proposed X-Factor but rather to provide an 8 

independent review of PBR Plans and to develop estimates of TFP to provide guidance for 9 

FBC‟s proposal, FBC was not obligated to accept or reject B&V‟s recommendation.  FBC was 10 

willing to take the additional risk of providing immediate benefits for customers through a 11 

positive X-Factor even though that exceeded the value that B&V felt to be appropriate.  FBC 12 

views the B&V recommendation as a balanced risk and reward approach rather than the 13 

significant stretch that FBC proposes to undertake. 14 

 15 

 16 

4.4.  Does FBC find the B&V advice and recommendation inadequate such that FBC 17 

needs to upgrade the overall package? 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

No.  FBC considers the B&V recommendation to be practically and theoretically sound and 21 

appropriate.  Absent management‟s two-fold desire to stretch Company performance and 22 

provide initial up-front benefits for customers, the B&V recommendation would have been 23 

accepted.  This is a case where a policy goal provided the impetus for a final decision.  Please 24 

refer to the response to CEC IR 1.4.3. 25 

Despite the positive X-Factor, B&V finds the PBR Plan as a whole to be reasonable, albeit not 26 

risk symmetric for reasonable policy reasons, and meets the goals FBC has articulated for the 27 

Plan. 28 

 29 

 30 

4.5.  Has FBC conducted an efficiency potential review examining all of its 31 

functions? 32 
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  1 

Response: 2 

No.  FBC relied on B&V‟s industry review of TFP. 3 

  4 
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5. Exhibit B-1, page 4 and Exhibit B-1-1 Appendix H-1, page 3 1 

2 

 3 

  4 

5.1.  Please explain which demand side measures and programs are no longer 5 

considered cost effective/economic and how their costs relate to the LRMC. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.20.2.1. 9 

 10 

 11 

5.2.  At what point (LRMC) does FortisBC believe that DSM programs are not cost 12 

effective? 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

FBC has not modelled the specific LRMC at which “all” program fall below a Benefit/Cost ratio 16 

(BCR) of unity.  Individual measures and programs drop out as the LRMC declines, depending 17 

on how robust the BCR was to start with.  Adequacy provisions and portfolio level costs 18 

(including Planning & Evaluation, and Supporting Initiatives such as Customer Education and 19 

Outreach) are to various degrees mandatory per the DSM regulation. 20 

 21 

 22 
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5.3.  Is it FortisBC‟s view that those programs which remain cost effective have 1 

reached the maximum achievable savings annually?  2 

  3 

Response: 4 

Program savings are market driven and thus customer response is dependent on a host of 5 

market barriers or factors including customer awareness, measure availability, installer capacity, 6 

the incentive offer and the customers‟ financial capacity and hurdle rate. 7 

The economic achievable potential, identified by Conservation Potential Reports, is achieved 8 

over the long-run, typically a 20-year timespan.  To some degree this ramp-rate can be 9 

accelerated, but at a higher cost to the utility and its ratepayers.  10 

 11 

 12 

5.3.1. If not, please explain why FortisBC would not choose to transfer 13 

DSM expenditures from less cost effective programs to more cost 14 

effective programs rather than reducing expenditures overall. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

The first DSM guiding principle listed in Section 5.4 of Appendix H addresses the equity issue of 18 

having a broad offering available to all customers:  19 

1. The DSM Plan will be customer focused by offering a range of measure choices within 20 

programs that address the key end-uses of the principal customer rate classes. 21 

 22 

The most cost-effective programs for the utility are also often highly cost effective for customers, 23 

meaning that they require a lower incentive to encourage customers to participate. 24 

  25 
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6. Exhibit B-1-1 Appendix H page 1 and Appendix H1-1 page 3 1 

2 

 3 

6.1.  Please confirm that FortisBC is planning to reduce its DSM expenditure by 4 

more than 50% from the 2012-2013 planned expenditures despite the prior 5 

levels of DSM expenditure being found to be cost effective and in the public 6 

interest. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

At the time the Commission made its earlier findings, it did find the prior levels of DSM 10 

expenditure to be cost effective and in the public interest.  FortisBC confirms that it plans to 11 

reduce its DSM expenditure by more than 50% from the 2012-2013 planned expenditures given 12 

the matters explained in its Application. 13 

 14 

 15 

6.2.  Please provide all relevant information to describe when FBC determined that 16 

its LRMC would drop. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

As explained in the response to BCSEA IR 1.12.3, FBC‟s previous LRMC was based on FBC‟s 20 

BC Wholesale Market Energy price curve described in the FBC 2012 Long-Term Resource 21 

Plan.  This curve was in turn on BC Hydro‟s „mid-gas/mid carbon‟ price scenario described in 22 

the BC Hydro‟s IRP Technical Advisory Committee 2011 reports and presentations.  Since the 23 

development of the 2012 Resource Plan, FBC has recognized that the impacts of shale gas 24 

developments across North America have continue to unfold causing market prices for natural 25 
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gas to remain lower than expected.  At the same time, the momentum behind carbon regulation 1 

or legislation in various federal and state jurisdictions has slowed.   In early 2012 FBC also 2 

became aware that BC Hydro was reviewing the appropriateness of its “mid-price” base case 3 

developed by Black & Veatch in 2011.  The results of the BC Hydro internal review were 4 

reflected publically in BC Hydro‟s 2012 Draft IRP which states: 5 

“It can be concluded from the updated Market Scenario weighting factors that there is a 6 

shift of the most likely scenario from Scenario B (a mid-market scenario) to Scenario C 7 

(a low market scenario). This shift underscores the dynamic nature of natural gas prices 8 

and GHG policy at present and in particular, this reflects the  panelists’ opinions that low 9 

GHG and natural gas prices are likely to continue for the  near to mid-term.”
1 10 

 11 

As a result of these developments, in April 2013, FortisBC decided an independent price 12 

forecast updated was needed, and requested Midgard to update the British Columbia 13 

Wholesale Market Energy Curve, directing them to use the January 2013 GLJ gas price forecast 14 

to be consistent with the assumptions used by FortisBC Energy Inc.  Midgard provided its 15 

results on April 19, 2013, followed up with internal Memo dated May 2, 2013 describing the 16 

methodology, and a second memo for external distribution dated June 15, 2013.  (Please also 17 

refer to the response to BCUC IR 1. 239.1.)  18 

FBC notes that in BC Hydro‟s Draft 2013 IRP, BC Hydro has re-adopted a mid-gas price/mid 19 

carbon price scenario as its “most likely” scenario2.  Even with that, BC Hydro‟s most likely 20 

scenario creates an electric price forecast which for most years is lower than Midgard‟s Mid-C 21 

energy price forecast it developed as part of its 2013 BC Wholesale Market Energy Curve 22 

update.  (Please also refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.13.4.) 23 

 24 

 25 

6.3. Please provide all relevant studies, internal or external, which FBC has with 26 

regard to determining how to determine the appropriate level of DSM given 27 

FBCs future resource requirements. 28 

  29 

Response: 30 

FBC interprets “the appropriate level of DSM” to mean the DSM Plan energy savings targets 31 

and expenditure schedule.  As such FBC is not aware of any studies on “how to determine the 32 

appropriate level of DSM”.  Also the governing legislation (UCA, DSM Regulation), having 33 

                                                
1
 BC Hydro 2012 Draft IRP, Chapter 4, Section 4.72, page 4-41, lines 1-6. 

2
 BC Hydro 2013 Draft IRP, Chapter 5, Section 5.7.2, page 5-38, lines 10-11. 
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stated that a utility should pursue all cost-effective DSM, is silent in terms of specifying the 1 

“appropriate level of DSM”. 2 

The Company believes it has submitted an appropriate level of DSM for the reasons set out in 3 

its Application and other IR responses. 4 

 5 

 6 

6.4. Please provide the estimated GWhs that FortisBC predicts would have been 7 

saved had FortisBC elected to continue with the DSM as in the 2012-2013 8 

approved plan. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

The energy savings, for an annual DSM expenditure portfolio of $7 million, are estimated to be 12 

as follows: 13 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

25.6 25.8 26.0 25.7 25.9 

 14 

  15 
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7. Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix H page 8, Table 8-3 1 

   2 

7.1.  Please explain why DSM expenditures have been consistently lower than 3 

planned since 2009.  4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Below is Table H-3 with an additional column showing the percentage of plan spent. 7 

 8 

 9 

On average FBC has spent 90% of Plan over the period shown.  Participation and take-up in the 10 

DSM programs are primarily market driven in response to the PowerSense offers. The 11 

Company manages the DSM budget prudently to stay within the approved plan, but does not 12 

arbitrarily limit customer participation.  The 2008 overspending was such an exception due to 13 

robust customer participation, and the Company increased its Plan in the 2009/10 filing in 14 

response.  The 2011 underspending was partially due to the step change in the budget and the 15 

ramp-up time necessary to build capacity and launch new programs. 16 

 17 

 18 

7.2.  Please describe whether or not rates in each of the above years were set 19 

based on the planned expenditures. 20 

  21 

Year Plan Actual Per Cent

2008 2,355$     2,683$     114%

2009 3,667$     3,464$     94%

2010 3,952$     3,712$     94%

2011 7,842$     5,907$     75%

2012 7,731$     7,300$     94%

Total 25,548 23,066 90%
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Response: 1 

Yes, rates in each year were set based on the forecast expenditures as identified in the 2 

applicable Revenue Requirements application. 3 

 4 

 5 

7.3.  Please describe whether or not the FBC shareholder benefits when FBC under 6 

spends with respect to its DSM plans. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

The Deferred Charges component of Rate Base, which includes DSM expenditures, will be 10 

reforecast annually as part of the Annual Review process.  Thus over time only actual 11 

expenditures will be recovered in rates and the shareholder does not benefit. 12 

Small variances in the equity cost of financing DSM expenditures could occur during the 13 

forecast year, if actual DSM spending is less than or is greater than forecast.  In subsequent 14 

years, no variances occur as Rate Base includes only actual expenditures.  15 

  16 
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8. Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix H2, page 1 and page 6 1 

  2 

  3 

8.1.  Please provide the plan targets as a percentage of total consumption for each 4 

sector for each of the years 2008-2012 inclusive. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The following figure shows the PowerSense plan targets compared to electricity sold per sector 8 

over the 2008 to 2012 period. 9 
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 1 

  2 
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9. Exhibit B1-1 Appendix H page 9 1 

 2 
9.1.  Given that the Total Resource Cost  (benefit/cost ratio)  for   is 1.2 overall; 3 

exceeds 1 in every sector,  and is 1.4 excluding portfolio expenditures,  please 4 

explain why FortisBC is intending to reduce expenditures in 2014 by almost 5 

60%. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

The TRC Benefit/Cost ratio is the prescribed indicator to determine whether a measure, 9 

program or portfolio is cost-effective, or not.  It does not determine DSM incentive levels.  10 

FortisBC has kept incentive levels for the remaining economic programs generally consistent 11 

with previous years to ensure market consistency and in recognition of the higher rate impact 12 

associated with higher incentive levels. 13 

 14 

 15 

9.2.  Does FortisBC expect the Total Resource Cost test to remain above 1 during 16 

the PBR period? 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Yes.  The TRC Benefit/Cost ratios are shown only for the year 2014, but apply to the entire 20 

2014-18 PBR period. 21 
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 1 

 2 

9.2.1. Please provide any TRC and Modified Total Resource Cost Test 3 

forecasts that FortisBC may have with respect to DSM over the PBR 4 

period.  5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.9.2. 8 

 9 

 10 

  11 

 12 

9.3.  Please provide the rate impacts that are associated with a longer amortization 13 

period. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

The cumulative rate impact associated with a longer amortization period is approximately 0.4 17 
percent. 18 
 19 

 20 
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9.4.  Do the lower average customer rates over the test period (1.6%) attributed to 1 

the lower program expenditure include the results of the increased amortization 2 

period? 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

The impact of the lower program expenditures is a reduction to rates of approximately 2.2 6 

percent over the 2014-2018 period, not 1.6 percent as stated. The impact of the increased 7 

amortization period is not included. 8 

 9 

 10 

9.4.1. If not, please provide a calculation including the increased 11 

amortization period. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

The cumulative rate difference between the higher DSM expenditure level amortized over ten 15 
year and the lower expenditure level amortized over 15 years is approximately 2.5 percent. 16 
  17 
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10. Exhibit B1-1 Appendix H page 19 1 

11. Exhibit B1-1 Appendix H page 19 2 

 3 

 11.1 Please provide the original rationale that was applied in establishing a semi-4 

annual reporting period for DSM activities.  5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The Commission ordered FBC (at the time West Kootenay Power Ltd.) to begin semi-annual 8 

reporting in its Decision and Order G-109-90 on the Company‟s general rate application filed on 9 

November 30, 1989 and amended on September 7, 1990. At the time, with WKP‟s PowerSense 10 

program being quite new, the Commission noted a number of challenges that needed 11 

addressing and ordered WKP to begin 6 month reporting of its DSM activities.  Given that 12 

FortisBC‟s DSM program, and the province‟s experience with DSM has matured, the Company 13 

is now proposing to report on an annual basis consistent with the frequency of the other BC 14 

utilities. 15 

  16 
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12. Exhibit B-1, pages 5 and 6 1 

 2 

    3 

12.1.  Please confirm that the AMI CPCN has recently been approved with a capital 4 

budget of $50.898  million including approved development costs and 5 

contingency as a control budget. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

Confirmed. 9 

 10 

 11 

12.2.  Please provide a list of the unquantified benefits that FortisBC anticipates will 12 

be associated with the AMI project. 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

As discussed in Sections 3.2.5 and 6.0 of the Company‟s AMI CPCN application, potential 16 

future and non-quantified benefits arising from the Company‟s AMI project include: 17 

 Distribution loss reduction; 18 

 Power grid voltage optimization; 19 

 Outage management; 20 

 Customer pre-pay tariff; 21 

 Future conservation rate structures; 22 

 In-home displays; and 23 

 Customer information portal. 24 

  25 
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13. Exhibit B-1, Page 12 1 

 2 

13.1.  Please provide a list of all efficiencies realized and or planned along with any 3 

documentation evaluating the efficiency improvements. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to section C4 Department O&M and section A3 Productivity Focus of Exhibit B-1 7 

for actual examples of productivity achievements in recent past.  The response to BCUC IR 8 

1.96.2 identifies the factors contributing to the net sustainable savings of $0.452 million which is 9 

embedded in the 2013 Base O&M Expense and will persist throughout the PBR Period. 10 

To ensure accountability for achieving productivity improvements, departments are required to 11 

identify and reflect achievable productivity opportunities in their budget requirements when 12 

preparing the detailed budgets for the year.  Sustainable savings are reflected in future budget 13 

requirements.  Proposed departmental budgets are validated by comparing to both the 14 

approved level of funding and to the most recent year‟s spending.  As a result of this budget 15 

preparation process, FBC‟s departments are not expected to formally document and quantify all 16 

productivity (efficiency) initiatives and related savings except in ad-hoc situations or situations 17 

where a capital investment is required (i.e. IT capital investment).  Please also refer to the 18 

response to CEC IR 1.18.2. 19 

FBC‟s view is that productivity is best measured at an overall company level such as that being 20 

proposed in the PBR Plan with the inclusion of a productivity improvement factor that will require 21 

each department to consider continuous improvement, which is preferred to measurement of 22 

individual activity.    23 

With regards to future efficiency opportunities, FBC does not have a list of planned efficiency 24 

opportunities.  As indicated Section A3 3.3 Productivity Focus – 2013 and onwards, FBC will 25 

continue to engage in efficiency review activities and to pursue productivity gains with the 26 

emphasis on managing costs.  Further opportunities may emerge and will be evaluated 27 

depending on the circumstances and potential benefits to customers.  28 

In addition to the $0.452 million of sustainable savings, the proposed productivity factor of 0.5 29 

percent reflects the minimum level of productivity that the Company will attempt to achieve. 30 

The regulatory framework in BC, whether under cost of service or PBR, is for the Commission to 31 

set rates based on forecasts, and for a utility to manage its own affairs within its budgets.  FBC‟s 32 
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approach is consistent with that fundamental framework and with the purpose of PBR which is 1 

to provide market like incentives and leave the management of the Company to make decisions. 2 

 3 

 4 

13.2.  Please provide a list of all efficiency improvements identified in the 2012 and 5 

2013 period and where implementation has been started but not completed to 6 

realization and those where implementation is expected to be completed to 7 

realization in the future PBR period.  8 

  9 

Response: 10 

FBC does not have the list requested. 11 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.13.1. 12 

  13 
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14. Exhibit B-1, Page 14 1 

 2 

14.1.  Please describe the efficiency review activities and FBC conducts and provide 3 

documentation of these reviews for 2012 and 2013. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

FBC does not have a list of efficiency review activities conducted in 2012 and 2013.  FBC‟s 7 

departments are not expected to formally document and quantify all productivity (efficiency) 8 

initiatives.   9 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.13.1. 10 

  11 
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15. Exhibit B-1, Page 14 1 

 2 

15.1.  Please explain why the sharing should be equal between FBCs customers and 3 

the FBC shareholder. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Including the proposed 50/50 ESM in the PBR Plan shares the benefits from efficiencies 7 

achieved equally between customers and the Company, rather than the savings accruing to the 8 

Company until rebasing occurs as would be the case absent the ESM.  It should be noted that 9 

rates will be set each year with 100% of the X-factor (i.e. 0.5%) benefiting customers.  10 

Customers will also receive back 50% of any savings beyond this target through earnings 11 

sharing. 12 

Based on the success of FBC‟s prior PBR Plan which included the same ESM (along with 13 

similar other PBR Plan elements), FBC believes that inclusion of the same 50/50 ESM in the 14 

2014 PBR Plan is appropriate and will provide the Company with a consistent business case 15 

metric for pursuing additional efficiencies at all levels of ROE achievement (short of reaching the 16 

off-ramp).  In addition, in comparison with other ESM designs, the symmetrical ESM better 17 

conforms to FBC‟s PBR principles.  The Company believes it does a better job of aligning the 18 

interests of customers and the Utility than other ESM approaches, such as no earnings sharing 19 

or earnings sharing above or below a dead band, which are employed in other jurisdictions (see 20 

pages 36 and 37 of the Application).  FBC‟s customers are sharing in efficiencies gained at all 21 

levels whereas this is not the case with these other PBRs.  In other words FBC‟s customers will 22 

benefit from efficiencies as they are achieved rather than having to wait until the end of the term 23 

or until a certain ROE threshold has been exceeded. 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

15.2.  Please confirm that significant IT investments required to support efficiency 28 

improvement would be capital expenditures on which FBC would be expecting 29 

to recover a return on investment as well as a recovery of the investment from 30 

the customers. 31 

  32 
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Response: 1 

Confirmed. 2 

 3 

 4 

15.3.  Please describe how shared achievement of benefits from efficiency 5 

improvements would be factored into the company‟s cost benefit analysis for 6 

capital project implementations intended to achieve efficiency gains. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

The cost benefit analysis of a particular efficiency project will not be affected by the 50/50 10 

sharing of the efficiency benefits captured. Since the 50/50 earnings sharing mechanism is 11 

symmetrical, the revenue requirement impact of both the costs, whether capital or O&M, and the 12 

benefits, such as O&M savings, of the efficiency project or expenditure will be subject to 13 

sharing. The cost/benefit analysis for an efficiency based capital project will yield the same 14 

decision on whether to proceed with the project or not, regardless of whether the project is 15 

evaluated on a pre-sharing basis or a post-sharing basis.   16 

 17 

 18 

15.4.  Please confirm that if ½ of the efficiency benefits from a project supported by 19 

capital investment are not creditable to the project because they have been 20 

paid as an incentive that many capital projects, which would have been cost-21 

effective, without the incentive payments, could become not cost effective, 22 

because of the incentive payment. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

Not confirmed. Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.15.3. 26 

  27 
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16. Exhibit B-1, Page 15 1 

 2 

16.1.  Please provide the customer satisfaction survey results for the last 10 years. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

The current customer satisfaction survey (Customer Satisfaction Index or CSI) was 6 

implemented in 2005. Since 2005, the CSI has been conducted quarterly. Results have 7 

remained high and relatively stable across all categories. CSI Survey methodology is described 8 

in FBC 2014-2018 PBR Plan Application – Volume 2 – Appendices, Appendix D6, Service 9 

Quality Indicators, pages 10-11.  10 

Figure 1:  Annual CSI Result (2005 through Q3 2013) 11 

 12 

 13 
Table1:  Annual CSI result by Service Attribute Score (2005 through Q3 2013) 14 

 15 

 16 

Service Attribute 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
2013 

YTD 

Overall Satisfaction (30%) 7.7 8.3 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.7 8.5 8.1 7.6

Meter Reading (10%) 7.7 8.2 8.4 8.3 8.5 8.6 8.3 8.2 7.8

Energy Conservation Info. (10%) 7.2 8.1 8.2 8.1 8.2 8.4 8.1 7.7 7.5

Contact Center (25%) 7.8 8.2 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.1

Field Services (25%) 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.2 9.2 9.4 9.4 9.1 8.9

Customer Satisfaction Index 8.0 8.5 8.6 8.6 8.6 8.8 8.7 8.4 8.1
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The declining 2012 and 2013 sub-index scores in the meter reading, energy conservation, 1 

contact centre and field services have occurred despite the fact that meter reading targets 2 

continue to be met or exceeded, contact centre and field services have been consistently 3 

maintained and DSM expenditures and customer outreach programs are at record levels.  This 4 

supports FBC‟s view that CSI results, while useful directional indicators, are subject to variability 5 

outside of FortisBC‟s direct control and are therefore not appropriate as a Service Quality 6 

Indicator. 7 

The CSI methodology for 2003 and 2004 was an average of scores for five service attributes as 8 

shown in Table 2, below. Although not identical, the types of questions asked in 2003 and 2004 9 

were similar to those in the existing survey.  The scores from those years were also inflated 10 

relative to the current methodology through the use of “top box” scoring.  The CSI approach was 11 

again different in 2002 when the Company reported a year-end CSI result of 89.2%. 12 

Table 2:  Customer Satisfaction Index Results (2003-2004) 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

16.2.  Please indicate whether or not the company believes that customer satisfaction 17 

is an important measure of whether or not the company is providing quality 18 

customer service. 19 

  20 

Response: 21 

Yes, FBC believes customer satisfaction is an important measure of customer service. For this 22 

reason, the Company conducts surveys that evaluate satisfaction with specific transactions (i.e., 23 

transactional satisfaction), as well as the Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) that endeavors to 24 

capture customer sentiment about all their previous experience with FBC (i.e., cumulative 25 

satisfaction). The Company synthesizes operational data and survey feedback from both 26 

transactional and cumulative studies to help identify and correct service problems and prioritize 27 

improvement opportunities.  28 

The CSI describes the influence that various service attributes such as billing, customer care, 29 

field services, communications and price have on overall or cumulative customer satisfaction. 30 

However, external influences can also affect these scores. Regional economic disparity, 31 

Service Attribute 2003 2004

Reliability of Electric Service 89.0% 87.0%

Speed of Service Restoration 89.0% 88.0%

Quality of Service Contact 76.0% 77.5%

Helping Customers Conserve Energy 80.0% 74.0%

Price 67.0% 65.6%

Total CSI Score 80.2% 78.4%
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regulatory requirements like the Residential Conservation Rate, consumer price tolerance and 1 

media coverage may also influence cumulative satisfaction scores up or down. Accordingly, 2 

FBC is of the opinion that overall satisfaction scores should be considered directional. Results 3 

are important, but should be evaluated in light of the current operating environment, 4 

transactional survey findings and various key operating measures.   5 

  6 
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17. Exhibit B-1, Page 16 1 

 2 

17.1.  Please provide the progression of adoption since inception of the service to the 3 

current 19% and please provide a projection for the 2014 to 2018 period for 4 

expected adoption. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The average sign up for e-bills for FBC is 310 per month with the average for the City of 8 

Kelowna at 80 per month for a total of 390. 9 

We have assumed the same uptake of e-bills for the period 2013 – 2018 with an average 10 

increase in customer count of 1% per year or 100/month.  11 

 12 

 13 

17.2.  Please provide the estimated savings per bill as a result of being able to 14 

provide ebilling. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

The total saving for each e-bill is approximately $0.85. 18 

 19 

 20 

17.3.  Please provide the number of ebillings as of the point of adoption being 19%. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

In April 2013 FBC reached 19.16% e-bill adoption.  For the month of April this represented a 24 

total of 12,966 e-bills sent to customers. 25 

  26 
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18. Exhibit B-1, Page 18 1 

 2 

18.1.  Please confirm that productivity and efficiency are not currently key success 3 

measures critical to the business and being measured in the Balanced 4 

Scorecard. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

FBC believes the Financial category on the existing scorecard incorporates a productivity focus 8 

as savings from productivity initiatives will ultimately be reflected in the financial component.  9 

This productivity focus on the scorecard along with the requirement for FBC to meet the 10 

Productivity Improvement Factor in its O&M and capital spending will result in a strong focus on 11 

productivity improvement. 12 

 13 

 14 

18.2.  Please confirm that the company does not have any measurement or tracking 15 

of its efficiency improvement initiatives. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

FBC‟s departments are not expected to formally document and quantify all productivity 19 

(efficiency) initiatives and related savings except in particular situations or situations where a 20 

capital investment is required (i.e. IT capital investment).  For IT investments, the Company 21 

requires business cases for projects including identification of costs and benefits.  This process 22 

is continually evolving and being adapted to recognize changes in business requirements.    23 

FBC‟s view is that productivity is best measured at an overall company level such as that being 24 

proposed in the PBR Plan with the inclusion of a productivity improvement factor that will require 25 

each department to consider continuous improvement, which is preferred to measurement of 26 

individual activity.  The result of this focus is evident and discussed in the departmental results 27 

and forecasts included in Section C4 of Exhibit B-1 and in Section A3 Productivity Focus that 28 

contain many actual examples of productivity achievements in the past.   29 

The regulatory framework in BC, whether under cost of service or PBR, is for the Commission to 30 

set rates based on forecasts, and for a utility to manage its own affairs within its budgets.  FBC‟s 31 

approach is consistent with that fundamental framework and with the purpose of PBR which is 32 

to provide market like incentives and leave the management of the Company to make decisions. 33 

  34 
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19. Exhibit B-1, Page 23 1 

 2 

19.1.  Please explain what FBC believes are the customer interests and what are the 3 

Company interests. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

FBC believes the customer interests are essentially FBC‟s mandate – to provide safe, reliable 7 

and cost effective service.  FBC considers the Company‟s interests, apart from its mandate 8 

above, to include earning a fair return on and of capital and providing meaningful employment 9 

for its employees.  Please also refer to the response to CEC IR 1.19.2. 10 

 11 

 12 

19.2.  Please confirm that customer interests and the company‟s shareholder 13 

interests are fundamentally different and that the history of regulatory 14 

proceedings regularly involves the Commission in settling the balance between 15 

these competing interests. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

It is an overstatement to say that the interests are fundamentally different.  While it is true that 19 

with respect to certain interests there may be the appearance of conflicts based on different 20 

perspectives of customer interests, their interests are aligned in many respects.  For example, 21 

both customers and shareholders benefit from a financially sound and stable Company.  They 22 

may have different views of what is required for the utility to be financially sound but failure to 23 

provide a reasonable opportunity to earn a fair return actually raises cost for all customers in the 24 

long-run.  Costs increase and reliability decreases when a utility is not financially sound.  25 

Further, the pendulum for interests changes over time due to circumstances and can severely 26 

impact utility performance both financially and operationally.  For example, some parties may 27 

argue for increasing the vegetation management cycle in order to reduce revenue requirements.  28 

There may be no immediate consequences from this delay until the next major storm when 29 

more customers lose service and restoration costs are higher as a result.  At that point, revenue 30 

requirements increase because of new restoration capital and returning to the original 31 

vegetation management schedule.  This is the kind of impact that hurts both customers and 32 

shareholders when the balance swings to reducing revenue requirements without fully 33 

understanding the consequences of missing the balance. 34 
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 1 

 2 

19.3.  Please describe the FBC view with respect to alignment of customer and 3 

company interests. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.19.2. 7 

  8 
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20. Exhibit B-1, Page 28 1 

 2 
20.1.  Please confirm that there is no way to absolutely overcome the challenges 3 

inherent in the PBR models and guarantee that such challenges as were 4 

referred to will not be present. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

FBC considers that assessing either a cost of service or PBR regulatory model with reference to 8 

such absolutes is not productive, because there are pros and cons to each model.  FBC 9 

believes that its proposed PBR plan is the best plan available given the state of the art and the 10 

necessary assumptions that underlie the Plan methodologies.  Accordingly, FBC‟s PBR plan 11 

contains the necessary tools and mechanisms to overcome the challenges inherent in PBR 12 

plans to the greatest extent possible.  13 

B&V‟s view is that the hybrid model is critical to an effective PBR because some costs are 14 

beyond the reasonable control of management.  In the case of FBC, power costs represent a 15 

good example.  The price for purchased power in BC is impacted by markets all over the west 16 

coast of the continent.  Prices increase with unit outages and decrease with surplus energy.  17 

The availability of water impacts the price of purchased power and hydroelectric generation 18 

fluctuates with weather, seasonal obligations and a variety of other factors that management 19 

does not control.  This means that power costs cannot reasonably be tracked under PBR and 20 

thus must continue under cost of service principles.  The lumpy nature of capital investment also 21 

requires some cost of service type principles as is the case of the CPCN projects excluded from 22 

the PBR mechanism.  23 

  24 
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21. Exhibit B-1, Page 32 1 

 2 

21.1.  Please explain why the capital expenditures were not included in the 2007 PBR 3 

plan. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The proposed PBR mechanism filed by FBC as part of the 2006 Revenue Requirements 7 

Application included a proposal for capital expenditures to be approved as part of a separate 8 

annual filing (a capital expenditure plan) or by way of a CPCN application.  This proposal was 9 

made in response to the following: 10 

 Stakeholder concern around a lack of transparency regarding the nature of capital 11 

expenditures during the previous PBR term;  12 

 Concern that linking capital expenditures to a PBR mechanism could produce an 13 

incentive to reduce costs, potentially resulting in suboptimal reinvestment in new plant.  14 

It was recognized that capital expenditures needed to increase and that a PBR formula 15 

could actually incent the opposite behavior and cause the Company to decrease capital 16 

expenditures; and    17 

 Concern that formula-driven capital expenditures under a PBR mechanism would not 18 

support the required levels of capital investment for the PBR period as indicated by 19 

FBC‟s 2005 – 2025 System Development Plan (2005 SDP).  The 2005 SDP 20 

demonstrated that capital expenditures needed to be dramatically increased from 21 

historic levels in order to improve system capacity, reliability and safety. 22 

 23 

FBC‟s proposal to exclude capital expenditures from the 2007 – 2011 PBR mechanism was 24 

ultimately accepted and approved by the Commission.  25 

  26 
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22. Exhibit B-1, Page 32 1 

 2 

22.1.  Please explain why the PIFs were established at these levels. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

The PIFs were established at the indicated levels as a result of negotiations, approved by the 6 

Commission, between the Company and parties to the 2006 Negotiated Settlement Agreement 7 

and to the 2009 NSA extension.  The negotiations considered all aspects of the Company‟s last 8 

PBR proposals given the circumstances at the time. 9 

 10 

 11 

22.2.  Please explain why productivity factors are not set at similar levels to the 2010 12 

levels. 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

The values were developed through a settlement and for only one year.  The current values are 16 

more reflective of the evolution of the PBR through multiple plan periods.  Essentially, TFP has 17 

declined as discussed in detail in Appendix D-1 and D-2.  In fact, there is sound analysis to 18 

suggest that TFP has become negative on average for the electric utility industry.  B&V has also 19 

shown that the trend for X- Factors has declined over time on a consistent basis.  Setting the X-20 

Factor at an unrealistic level would be confiscatory and fail to provide a reasonable opportunity 21 

to earn the allowed return. 22 

  23 
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23. Exhibit B-1, Page 33 1 

 2 

23.1.  Please provide the Commission decision with respect to the FBC revenue 3 

requirements application for 2012 to 2013 and whether or not the Commission 4 

decreased the rate increase level requested by FBC and if so by how much, as 5 

a percentage of rates and dollar consequence. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

In FBC‟s Evidentiary Update to its 2012-2013 Revenue Requirements Application, the Company 9 

requested rate increases of 1.5 percent in 2012 and 6.5 percent in 2013. Commission Order G-10 

159-12 approved a final rate increase of 1.5 percent in 2012 and 4.2 percent in 2013.  The 11 

reduction to revenue requirements for 2013 was $6.7 million, primarily related to lower approved 12 

Power Purchase Expense and reduced financing costs.  Commission Orders G-110-12 and G-13 

159-12 are available on the BCUC website at the following links. 14 

Order BCUC Website Link 

G-110-12 and 
Decision 

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_31458_G-110-12_FBC-2012-
13RRA_Decision.pdf 

G-159-12 http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_32236_G-159-12_FBC-12-13RR-
12ISP_Compliance-Rates.pdf 

 15 

 16 

 17 

23.2.  Please provide a breakdown of the $15.2 million in savings claimed by the 18 

specific departmental functions that were improved. 19 

  20 

Response: 21 

A breakdown of the total savings and the customer share (50%) has been provided in the table 22 

below. Please note that the cumulative savings was slightly higher at approximately $16.4 23 

million than the $15.2 million referenced in the Application.  These savings were equally shared 24 

between the customers and the Company. 25 

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_31458_G-110-12_FBC-2012-13RRA_Decision.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_31458_G-110-12_FBC-2012-13RRA_Decision.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_32236_G-159-12_FBC-12-13RR-12ISP_Compliance-Rates.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_32236_G-159-12_FBC-12-13RR-12ISP_Compliance-Rates.pdf
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Additionally, the referenced savings are a function of various operational factors, internal and 1 

external including flow-through adjustments, and may not solely be attributable to improved 2 

departmental functionalities. As the achieved savings are a result of all the combined 3 

components of the last PBR and management‟s ability under the PBR to implement efficiency 4 

measures, it is not possible to identify all individual savings items that comprise the benefit.  5 

Despite this, it is assumed the majority of the achieved savings required minimal or no capital 6 

investment, and relate primarily to power purchase savings and the reorganization of existing 7 

processes for improved efficiency. As such, the savings related to these efficiencies are 8 

permanently embedded in customer rates.  9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

23.3.  For each of the specific savings identified above please provide a description 13 

as to whether or not there was a significant capital investment made to achieve 14 

the savings, whether the savings were derived from deferring expenditures, 15 

whether they we one time savings or whether processes were reorganized to 16 

be performed more efficiently. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.23.2. 20 
 21 

 22 

23.4.  For each of the specific savings identified above please provide the timeline 23 

with respect to when it was realized and how long it lasted. 24 

Year
Approved 

Earnings

Earnings 

Before 

Sharing

Variance 

(Shared between 

Customers & FBC)

Sharing %

Actual 

Customer / 

Company 

Share

2007 26,212         30,074               3,862                          50% 1,931                 

2008 29,688         32,314               2,626                          50% 1,313                 

2009 32,215         36,783               4,568                          50% 2,284                 

2010 38,615         37,971               (644)                            50% (322)                   

2011 43,292         49,244               5,952                          50% 2,976                 

16,364                        
 Customer / 

Company Share 
8,182                 Total Pre Sharing:
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  1 

Response: 2 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.23.2. 3 

 4 

 5 

23.5.  For each of the savings identified please provide a description as to why the 6 

savings would not have occurred under cost-of-service regulation. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

The preamble to this question references the total benefit each received by customers and 10 

shareholders over the term of the last PBR.  Since this benefit is a result of all the combined 11 

components of the last PBR and management‟s ability under the PBR to implement efficiency 12 

measures, it is not possible to identify all individual savings items that comprised the benefit.  13 

Moreover, expecting FBC to have tracked savings associated with individual efficiency 14 

improvements like this would have gone against one of the benefits of PBR, which was to 15 

reduce the regulatory burden.   16 

What can be said with certainty is (a) that the added incentive provided by PBR increases the 17 

likelihood of achievement of such savings, and (b) the PBR included a sharing mechanism, 18 

which ensured that benefits were shared immediately with customers, which might not 19 

otherwise have been the case under COS regulation.     20 

  21 
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24. Exhibit B-1, Page 38 1 

 2 

24.1.   Please explain in the jurisdiction where there is no earnings sharing why this is 3 

the case and what the experience in those jurisdictions is with efficiency 4 

improvement. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Ontario‟s electric utilities and Alberta‟s electric and gas utilities do not have an ESM in their PBR 8 

plans. 9 

In the case of Ontario, the OEB‟s report for 3rd Generation IR acknowledged that the ratepayers 10 

advocate groups were strong supporters of the continuation of ESM however OEB decided that 11 

due to the concerns over the potential regulatory burdens of an ESM, the benefit of ESM as a 12 

“safety net” does not outweigh its disadvantages.  B&V and FBC have not studied the 13 

performance of individual Ontarian power distributors under the PBR plan however it is logical to 14 

believe that the OEB is satisfied with its no ESM policy since it decided to continue with that 15 

policy in its new PBR framework for 4th generation IR. 16 

In Alberta, the AUC decided not to use an ESM due to the concerns over regulatory burden, 17 

efficiency disincentives and earnings volatility issues. Since the AUC‟s PBR is just started it is 18 

not possible to comment on its experience with efficiency improvements during the PBR period. 19 

The FBC‟s ESM experience indicates that the FBC‟s proposed ESM design does not involve 20 

heavy regulatory burdens and does not reduce Company‟s incentives for efficiency 21 

improvements.  22 

 23 

 24 

24.2.  Please explain in the jurisdiction where the customers receive 90% of excess 25 

earnings why this is the case and what the experience in that jurisdiction is with 26 

efficiency improvement. 27 

  28 
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Response: 1 

As indicated in page 22 of Appendix D1, Union‟s initial ESM had a 200 bp dead-band above 2 

which the earnings were shared on 50:50 basis (until the 300 bp trigger point for off-ramp 3 

provision).  In the first year of the Union gas PBR plan, the actual ROE exceeded the 4 

benchmark ROE by more than 300 bp which led to the triggering of the off-ramp provision.  In 5 

the subsequent negotiated settlement between Union and interveners, it was decided that the 6 

off-ramp should be terminated and instead the ESM shall be modified to provide the same 7 

safety net effect as an off-ramp.  Therefore the ESM was modified so that the earnings above 8 

300 bp ROE dead-band were shared on 90:10 basis in favour of ratepayers.  9 

 10 

 11 

24.3.  Please explain why it is not part of the company‟s ongoing responsibility as the 12 

operator of the utility and therefore the responsibility of the management to 13 

identify efficiency improvement opportunities and realize them. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

The question is based on an incorrect assumption regarding FBC‟s evidence.  FBC should and 17 

does undertake steps to operate efficiently, irrespective of whether the utility is under PBR.  The 18 

difficulty under normal cost of service regulation, which PBR is designed to address, is that 19 

some efficiency measures cannot be undertaken without extending the period before rebasing 20 

occurs, because otherwise there is insufficient time for the utility to recover its incremental 21 

investment in efficiency.  A utility is not under a duty to invest with an expectation of losing 22 

money; rather a utility has the right to expect an opportunity to earn a fair return on its 23 

investment.   24 

B&V adds that management has both a fiduciary responsibility to shareholders and an efficiency 25 

responsibility to customers. They exercise both with the former acting as a constraint of the 26 

latter. In addition, the expected earned return also acts as a constraint on efficiency 27 

improvements.   28 

  29 
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25. Exhibit B-1, Page 39 1 

 2 

25.1.  Please comment on a 6th principle that “The PBR plan should require clear 3 

identification of the efficiency improvements implemented, the capital 4 

investment required to achieve the efficiency improvement, whether or not the 5 

efficiency improvement is permanent or one time, whether or not the 6 

expenditure reduction is a result of deferral of expenditure, whether or not the 7 

efficiency improvement involved a process change or redesign. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

FBC does not believe that this is, in fact, a rational principle for evaluating a PBR Plan.  One of 11 

the elements of PBR is the more market like application of efficiency principles within the 12 

operating context of the utility.  It would be impossible to identify efficiency measures or their 13 

costs in the Plan as these are part of the competitive discovery process.  Further, the 14 

environment under PBR must permit experimentation with new designs and processes in order 15 

to adequately understand both the costs and the benefits.  This proposed principle would stifle 16 

innovation and entrepreneurial efforts and result in only those changes that meet financial 17 

metrics based on RRA reset periods.  Further the “sixth principle” actually may undermine PBR 18 

and be more akin to cost of service regulation with respect to the extra regulatory administration 19 

this will require.  The constrictive focus on predetermining a course of action and requirement to 20 

measure will remove flexibility and efficiency that the PBR is intended to provide. 21 

  22 
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26. Exhibit B-1, Page 40 1 

 2 

26.1.  Please explain why there would be a customer growth adjustment to all O&M 3 

expenditures versus only to those expenditures which are directly customer 4 

growth related. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Customer growth is a proxy for both customers and capacity in this context.  As customer 8 

growth adds facilities that are both customer related and capacity related the system O&M costs 9 

increase.  For example, there are more miles of conductor to inspect and maintain; more trees 10 

to trim; and more opportunities for system damage.  Although these costs are not directly 11 

customer related they are classified and allocated on capacity.  The use of customers is a 12 

reasonable proxy in this instance for measuring the impact on additional O&M. 13 

 14 

 15 

26.2.  Please provide a fixed and variable cost breakdown for each of the O&M 16 

expenditure categroies. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

FBC does not categorize its O&M expenditures in terms of fixed and variable costs.  Most costs 20 

could be categorized as either fixed or variable, depending on the context, the assumptions 21 

made with regard to cost causation, and the timeframe under consideration.   22 

For the purpose of a Cost of Service Allocation Study, for example, O&M Expenses are 23 

classified on a Demand/Energy basis, which could be considered to be a fixed/variable analysis.  24 

However FBC does not understand how such an analysis would be relevant to this Application. 25 

Without further clarification of this question, FBC is unable to provide a meaningful response.   26 

  27 
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27. Exhibit B-1, Page 40 1 

 2 

27.1.  Please explain whether or not FBC is proposing to have benefit sharing for 3 

reduced capital expenditures below the formula driven base each year and that 4 

FBC expects to be relieved of responsibility if the expenditures in any given 5 

year are more than 10% above the formula driven base. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

There is no imbalance in the treatment of capital expenditures above or below the formula 9 

allowed spending levels as is implied in the question.  The treatment of formula-based capital 10 

expenditures under the PBR is symmetrical both for spending variances above or below the 11 

formula and for the limited rebasing that will occur if capital expenditures are below 90% or 12 

above 110% of the formula-based amount for the year.  13 

Thus, there will be sharing of the cost impact of regular capital spending between 100% and 14 

110% of the formula amount just as there will be sharing of the benefits of regular capital 15 

spending between 90% and 100% of the formula amount for that year.  Similarly, symmetrical 16 

treatment of the annual capital spending that falls outside of 90% to 110% of formula-based 17 

amounts means that capital spending below 90% of the formula-based amount in any year will 18 

lead to a reduction to opening rate base for ratemaking for the following year while capital 19 

spending above 110% of the formula-based amount in any year will lead to an increase in 20 

opening rate base for ratemaking for the following year. 21 

  22 
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28. Exhibit B-1, Page 40 1 

 2 

28.1.  Please confirm that this proposal involves customers giving up ½ the benefits 3 

achieved in any given year if the expenditures are below the formula driven 4 

base and paying for ½ the expenditures in any given year if they are above the 5 

formula driven base. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

This cannot be confirmed.  The earnings sharing is based on earnings not expense levels and 9 

revenue is a component of earnings.  The sharing is symmetrical. 10 

  11 
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29. Exhibit B-1, Page 40 1 

 2 

29.1.   Please confirm that FBC would like to continue to share in benefits achieved for 3 

5 years after the benefits are achieved. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The proposed ECM has an additional 4 years of sharing in the efficiency benefits after the year 7 

in which the efficiency benefit is first achieved (and also subject to 50/50 sharing). This 8 

opportunity is the one that exists for efficiency savings achieved in the first year of the 5-year 9 

PBR (even without the proposed ECM). The proposed rolling 5-year ECM extends that same 10 

relationship to efficiency savings achieved in years 2 through 5 of the PBR so that the 11 

motivation to pursue efficiencies will remain the same throughout the 5 year term. Customers 12 

will benefit by receiving 50% of the efficiency savings during the rolling ECM period and 100% 13 

of the savings after that.   14 

 15 

 16 

29.2.  Please explain whether or not this would be determined on the basis of 17 

incremental benefits achieved in a given year being accorded the carry over or 18 

whether it would be applied to the whole benefit achieved as of the end of the 19 

PBR period. 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

The incremental benefits achieved in each year are carried over for four additional years after 23 

the year in which the benefits were initially achieved. In other words, the incremental benefits 24 

achieved in the first year remain in place throughout the entire PBR term; incremental benefits 25 

achieved in the second year are carried for one year past the five-year PBR term; incremental 26 

benefits achieved in the third year are carried for two years past the PBR term, and so on.  The 27 

ECM, the five-year rolling treatment of each year‟s incremental benefits and the 50/50 earnings 28 

sharing throughout is illustrated in Appendix D5, page 3.   29 

 30 

 31 

29.3.  Please describes what would happen if the benefits were lost in a subsequent 32 

period, would the carryover cease? 33 
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  1 

Response: 2 

The ECM is symmetrical in its treatment of benefits and losses.  If the benefits were lost in a 3 

subsequent year within the PBR term the effect of the loss would also be carried forward in the 4 

ECM for four additional years. There are two occurrences of this nature in the illustrative ECM 5 

example presented in Appendix D5, page 3.  The first is where the hypothetical actual capital 6 

expenditures exceed the formula-allowed spending level in 2015 (see the 2015 column of line 7 

12 of the table).  The second case is in 2017 where the O&M savings vs. formula amount has 8 

lost ground relative to the cumulative savings that had been achieved in the prior year (see the 9 

2017 column of line 7 of the table).  Each of these two cases of missing the target has an 10 

implicit impact on the ECM that extends an additional four years beyond the initial year of 11 

occurrence. 12 

  13 
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30. Reference:   MULTIYEAR PERFORMANCE BASED RATE-MAKING MECHANISM    1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Part B, Section 6.2.2.2, X-Factor Estimation, 2 

pp. 44-49  3 

30.1.  On p. 46 FBC states that “In some cases, the subjective stretch factors are 4 

much greater than the measured TFP”.  Please provide all examples of this 5 

outcome that you know of. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.37.1.  This response is 9 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 10 

The table below provides examples of cases in which the subjective stretch factor is significantly 11 

greater than the measured TFP.   12 

State Utility Time Case Reference TFP Stretch factor 

MA Berkshire Gas 2004-11 Docket D.T.E. 01-56 0% 1% 

MA NSTAR 2006-12 Docket D.T.E. 05-85 0% 0.5 to 0.75% 

ME Bangor Gas 2000-12 Docket 970795 0% Up to 0.5% 

Ontario Union Gas 2001-2003 RP-1999-0017 1.10% 1.40% 

Ontario* 
OEB‟s 4

th
 

Generation IR 2014-2019 
EB-2010-0379, PEG 
Report  

0.07% to 
0.1% Up to 0.6% 

 * Proposed by the Board’s consultant 13 

 14 

 15 

30.2.  On p. 47 FBC states that “the downward trend in TFP growth is mainly caused 16 

by capital intensive infrastructure replacement programs in both natural gas 17 

and electric utilities, which drive up input costs without increasing output”.  18 

Please provide a full and complete substantiation for this contention.  Make 19 

sure to explain why this factor was more important than other factors such as 20 

rising DSM expenses and the recession that commenced in 2008. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

B&V provides the following response.   24 

This is a mathematical conclusion based on the formula for TFP.  TFP is the change in output 25 

minus the change in input.  If the change in output is zero (replacing existing facilities) the 26 
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added capital inputs represent an increase and zero minus anything is a negative TFP.  DSM 1 

expenditures are small relative to the other operating expenses and have been included in costs 2 

for electric utilities since the 1980s in one form or another and thus have minimal impact on the 3 

TFP measure.  The 2008 recession has little or no impact on TFP in the FBC report because 4 

output is measured on a more stable customer and capacity basis.  If output is measured on a 5 

volumetric basis there would be a significant impact because it would result in a negative 6 

change in output over the period. Negative output minus any positive change in inputs results in 7 

a negative TFP. 8 

 9 

 10 

30.3.  On p. 47 FBC states that “This declining trend can also be seen as a pattern in 11 

individual jurisdictions. For example, Ontario‟s 3rd Generation Incentive 12 

Regulation (2009-2013) which was based on a TFP study 19 conducted by the 13 

OEB‟s consultant was estimated at 0.72 per cent, while the most recent study 14 

20 prepared by the same consultant for the 4th Generation IR (2014-2018) 15 

indicates a negative 21 TFP growth of -0.05 to -0.03 per cent.”  Please confirm 16 

that FBC is not relying upon the most recent version of this study and that 17 

these numbers have since been adjusted above zero.  Please also confirm that 18 

one possible cause of this decline in TFP is a change in the data source from 19 

US electric utility data to Ontario electric utility data 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, BCUC IR 1.37.3.  This response 23 

is similar to the FEI response to that IR, however some minor differences were necessary in 24 

order to respond appropriately for FBC. 25 

FBC confirms that two new versions of the mentioned report were published by OEB‟s 26 

consultant on May and later on September 2013. The computed TFP values in the May 2013 27 

version were increased from -0.05 and -0.03 % to 0.07 and 0.1% however the most recent 28 

version of this study (September 2013 version) which was updated with 2012 data is back into 29 

the negative values and indicates a negative TFP value of -0.33%.  These changes (upward or 30 

downward) have no impact on the logic of the statement made on page 47.  The values in all 31 

three versions are still significantly lower than the 0.72% TFP value approved for OEB‟s 3rd 32 

Generation IR.  Therefore, FBC‟s position regarding the declining trend of TFP values since the 33 

year 2000 is still supported by PEG‟s reports. 34 

FBC cannot confirm the claim that one possible cause of this decline in TFP values is a change 35 

of data source from US data to Ontario data (this is not to say that a change of data source 36 

does not have any impact, positive or negative, on the measured TFP). The declining TFP 37 
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values are not specific to Ontario or Canada as demonstrated by B&V‟s TFP study which is 1 

completely based on US data. 2 

  3 
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31. Exhibit B-1, Page 53 1 

   2 

31.1.  Please confirm that the PBR number used in this comparison includes the .5% 3 

productivity factor per year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Confirmed. 7 

 8 

 9 

31.2.  Given that the PBR number for O&M is equivalent to the forecast why would 10 

FBC expect this to be seen as a stretch? 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please see the response to ICG IR 1.8.1. 14 

 15 

 16 

31.3.  Please explain the dip in the forecast in 2016 and why there is a significant tail 17 

increase rate in 2017 and 2018. 18 

  19 
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Response: 1 

The dip in the forecast for 2016 is primarily related to the increase in O&M savings related to the 2 

AMI project.  These savings increase from a forecast of $0.4 million in 2015 to approximately 3 

$2.4 million in 2016.  As well, there is a decrease in O&M related to pensions and OPEB in 4 

2016 of approximately $0.5 million.   There is no tail increase, but simply rather a return to the 5 

average annual increases once the 2016 savings related to AMI are taken into account. 6 

When the AMI impact as noted on line 23 of Table B6-5 is excluded from 2014 – 2018, it is 7 

apparent that the annual increases are relatively linear and that there is neither a dip in 2016, 8 

nor a significant tail increase in 2017 and 2018.  Please see the figure provided below which 9 

excludes the AMI impact as initially provided in Figure B6-2. 10 

Comparison of PBR O&M vs. Forecast – Excluding AMI Impact ($000s) 11 

 12 

  13 

Forecast 59,848       61,375       61,612       60,608       61,889       62,634       

PBR 59,848       61,386       61,744       60,960       62,378       63,302       

$40,000
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32. Exhibit B-1, Page 59 1 

   2 

32.1.  Please confirm that the PBR number includes the .05% productivity reduction 3 

per year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Figure B6-3 as shown in the preamble includes a 0.5% productivity improvement factor not a 7 

0.05% productivity improvement factor.   8 

 9 

 10 

32.2.  Given that the PBR number is approximately equivalent to the forecast is the 11 

primary reason that this is a stretch because the company plans to absorb the 12 

City of Kelowna capital expenditures within its overall formula capital 13 

expenditures. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

The PBR formula yields approximately $9.2 million less in capital expenditures as compared to 17 

the forecast, a portion of which ($6.3 million) is related to the absorption of future capital 18 

expenditures driven by the addition of the utility assets formerly owned by the City of Kelowna.   19 

 20 

 21 
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32.3.  Please explain what happens under the PBR process if FBC simply does not 1 

carry out as much capital expenditure activity as it has forecast or projected by 2 

PBR formula, because it chooses to defer or delay making certain of the capital 3 

expenditures. Is this treated as a savings and would the company and 4 

customers share ½ of the reduced expenditures? 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Under the PBR plan, rates are set based on the formula, irrespective of actual spending.  8 

Should spending levels fall below the allowed amount under the PBR formula for a given year, 9 

the revenue requirement impact of that difference would be treated as a savings, of which 10 

customers would share 50%.  The Plan includes, however, a 10% deadband for capital 11 

expenditures as discussed in the response to BCPSO IR 1.11.1.   12 

Under the PBR process the Company intends to continue carry out its capital expenditures as 13 

planned in order to properly maintain its system and infrastructure to continue to provide 14 

customers with safe reliable service at the lowest reasonable cost. 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

32.4.  Why has FBC included the AMI project when it is planning to exclude all other 19 

CPCN approved projects? 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

FBC included the AMI project in revenue requirements for this Application because of the 23 

expected timing of the CPCN approval.  In fact, the AMI project was approved on July 23, 2013, 24 

slightly more than two weeks after the filing of the Application.  Had the AMI project not been 25 

included in the revenue requirements, it would have been necessary to prepare an evidentiary 26 

update to the Application. 27 

On a go-forward basis, FBC will continue to include CPCN projects, once approved, in revenue 28 

requirements. 29 

  30 
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33. Exhibit B-1, Page 59 1 

 2 

33.1.  Please provide the historic Commission decisions for any FBC revenue 3 

requirement applications comparing the requested rate increased versus the 4 

approved rate increases. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The following table sets out the historic Commission decisions for FBC‟s Revenue 8 

Requirements Applications back to 2005. A link to each Order has been included in the table. 9 

Year Effective 
Requested Rate 

Increase 
Approved Rate 

Increase 
Order 

January 1, 2005 3.6% 3.4% G-52-05 

January 1, 2006 5.8% 5.9% G-58-06 

January 1, 2007 2.1% 1.2% and 2.1% G-162-06/G-20-07 

January 1, 2008 3.4% 2.9% G-147-07 

January 1, 2009 5.6% 4.6% G-193-08 

January 1, 2010 4.0% 6.0% G-162-09/G-158-09 

January 1, 2011 6.2% 6.6% G-184-10/G-195-10 

January 1, 2012 and 
January 1, 2013 

1.5% 

6.5% 

1.5% 

4.1% 

G-110-12/G-159-12 

 10 

 11 

 12 

33.2.  Please confirm that if the period 2014 to 2018 were to be managed under a 13 

cost of service approach that there would be no certainty that the approved 14 

rates would be based on the company‟s forecasts and there is 100% certainty 15 

that rates would be based on Commission decisions with respect to the 16 

company‟s forecasts. 17 

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2005/DOC_7644_G-52-05%20FortisBC%202005RR-SDP-RP%20and%20Decision.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2006/DOC_11658_G-58-06_Negotiated-Settlement-Agreement.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2006/DOC_14048_G-162-06_FortisBC_NSP-2006AnnRvw-2007RR.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2007/DOC_14544_G-20-07%20FortisBC_CWIP_AFUDC_NSP-006AnnRvw-2007RR.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2007/DOC_17366_G-147-07_FortisBC%202008RR%20Negotiated%20Settlement.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2008/DOC_20576_G-193-08_FortisBC_2009RR_Negotiated_Settlement.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2009/DOC_24025_G-162-09_FortisBC%202010RRA%20Negotiated%20Settlement.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2009/DOC_23955_G-158-09_TUS_ROE-Decision.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2010/DOC_26626_G-184-10_FortisBC-2011-RRA-Negotiated-Settlement.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2010/DOC_26666_G-195-10_FBC-2011-Capital-Expenditure-Plan-Decision.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_31458_G-110-12_FBC-2012-13RRA_Decision.pdf
http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Orders/2012/DOC_32236_G-159-12_FBC-12-13RR-12ISP_Compliance-Rates.pdf
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  1 

Response: 2 

Confirmed. 3 

  4 
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34. Exhibit B-1, Page 61 1 

 2 

34.1.  Please describe all of the variables which go into determining the interest 3 

expense for any given year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Since the preamble to this question is discussing the forecasting of interest expense, the 7 

response is assuming that “determining the interest expense” is equivalent to forecasting 8 

interest expense.  As discussed on page 234 and 235 of Section D1, under D1.1.2.1 Forecast of 9 

long-term interest rates, D1.1.2.2 Forecast of Short-Term Interest Rates and D1.1.3 Interest 10 

Expense Forecast, of the PBR Application, variables that go into forecasting interest expense 11 

include forecasted mid-year rate base, the timing and volume of issuing long-term debt 12 

(weighted average balance), underlying Government of Canada bond Yields, long-term debt 13 

indicative spreads, term of the long-term debt issuance, Bankers‟ Acceptances (or the Canadian 14 

Dealer Offered Rate or CDOR), spread to CDOR, acceptance fee rate on Bankers‟ 15 

Acceptances, term of the Bankers‟ Acceptances, prime rate, primate rate margin, term of prime 16 

rate loan, standby fee rate, balances undrawn on the credit facility, overdraft charges, banking 17 

agreement renewal fees, annual lender and agency fees, interest due to customers on 18 

outstanding security deposits and other minor interest charges.   19 

 20 

 21 

34.2.  Please identify those variables affecting interest expense which are a function 22 

of company policy and practice. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

Of the interest expense variables identified in the response to CEC IR 1.34.1, there will be 26 

certain situations where the Company‟s practice could influence the terms of Bankers‟ 27 

Acceptances and prime rate loans, however, it should be noted that that these terms will have 28 

very little impact on the overall interest expense.  In addition, the Company can have influence 29 

over the term of long-term debt issuances, but this influence could be lessened in times of 30 

uncontrollable and adverse economic conditions which could lead to supply and demand 31 
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imbalances in the market or a higher interest rate environment.  In such situations, FBC would 1 

attempt to balance the market demand for the Company‟s debt term while considering the 2 

expected useful life of the assets being financed, the frequency of market exposure, the 3 

estimated coupon rate at the time of issuance compared to historical and the frequency of 4 

incurring issue costs.  Overall, the Company has very limited control over the variables that 5 

affect interest expense. 6 

  7 
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35. Exhibit B-1, Page 62 1 

 2 

35.1.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the property tax 3 

expense for any given year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

To determine property tax expense FBC begins with the most recent actual assessment values 7 

and taxes paid for each property folio, then calculates average general, school and other tax 8 

rates for each property tax folio.  Revenues earned within each municipality are taken from the 9 

most recent reporting or data available.   10 

Each property tax folio is classified based on the general valuation methodology used to 11 

determine its value.  The general categories are generation facilities, distribution lines, 12 

transmission lines, substations, offices and other.   13 

Update factors are then estimated based on discussions with BC Assessment, historical and 14 

market trends, or any other information that may be relevant in determining future changes to:  15 

1. land values; 16 

2. improvement values for each category (including annual additions to distribution and 17 

transmission lines, additions or changes to substations;  18 

3. average tax rates.  When estimating tax rates we generate separate estimates for First 19 

Nations, General Municipal, General Rural and School and Other taxes because they 20 

may all be impacted differently; and  21 

4. revenues.  Due to the 2 year time lag we often are able to use actual revenues, 22 

otherwise changes are based on forecast changes to corporate sales of electricity. 23 

Once FBC is satisfied that base assessment and taxation rates are reasonable, estimated 24 

additions are applied to each tax folio, as well as appropriate update factors to land, 25 

improvements and tax rates.  Finally each tax bill is recalculated.  The sum of these tax bills 26 

becomes the property tax estimate.   27 

Once actual taxes are received, actual taxes levied on each folio are compared with the 28 

projected amount for that folio.  Analyses of the variances are used to improve future 29 

procedures and estimates.   30 
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 1 

 2 

35.2.  Please identify those variables affecting property tax expense which are a 3 

function of company policy and practice. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Property tax expense is generally comprised of 3 major components.  7 

First is the assessment or property value.  The determination of which properties are taxable 8 

and the methodology under which they will be valued is set out in Provincial or Federal 9 

legislation.  More specifically, the Assessment Act, or in the case of First Nations under 10 

assessment bylaws approved by the First Nations Tax Commission. 11 

Second is tax rates.  Taxing authority  is established in either Provincial or Federal legislation. 12 

First Nations tax bylaws are approved by the First Nations Tax Commission.  Municipalities, the 13 

Surveyor of Taxes and other taxation authorities receive their authority from either the 14 

Community Charter, Local Government Act, the Taxation (Rural Area) Act or from the Act that 15 

governs operation (for example the Regional District Act or Hospital District Act, Assessment 16 

Authority Act) based on:  17 

a) their budget requirements; and 18 

b) the total assessment or property value they have access to. 19 

 20 

Third is revenues.  FBC is required under the Local Government Act to pay to municipalities 1% 21 

of revenues from electricity consumed within their boundary in lieu of general municipal property 22 

taxes that would otherwise be payable. 23 

Except for revenues, and then only to the extent that FBC has control of revenues earned within 24 

municipalities, and ensuring compliance with legislation there are no factors that company policy 25 

or practice has any  meaningful impact on the determination of property tax expense.    26 

  27 
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36. Exhibit B-1, Page 62 1 

 2 

36.1.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the insurance expense 3 

for any given year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The preamble to the question is referring specifically to the insurance expense that is subject to 7 

deferral.  To clarify, the Insurance Expense Variance deferral account will include only the 8 

variance on insurance premiums as noted on page 263 in Section D4, item 4.3.4 of the 2014-9 

2018 PBR Application which states “therefore a deferral account to capture the difference 10 

between actual and forecast costs of insurance premium is appropriate.”     11 

Insurance premiums are affected by a number of conditions, which may include the following: 12 

 Increase in asset values for which premiums are adjusted by insurers.  The addition of 13 

assets by acquisition (e.g. City of Kelowna) or capital projects (e.g. OTR) will increase 14 

premiums. 15 

 Claims history, both for FortisBC directly and the insurance industry overall.  In 16 

particular, rates will be impacted if losses accumulate within the utility industry sector. 17 

 Insurance market conditions including loss history, investment returns and re-insurance 18 

rates. 19 

 20 

 21 

36.2.  Please identify those variables affecting insurance expense which are a 22 

function of company policy and practice. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

The only variables affecting insurance expense which are a function of company policy and 26 

practice would be insurance limits, deductibles, and whether the Company obtains insurance or 27 

elects to self-insure.  As part of the Fortis Inc. Group of Companies, FBC renews its insurance 28 

program on a yearly basis.  FBC works with Fortis Inc. and Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc. (Aon), a 29 

leading broker of insurance in the industry.  The process includes assessing the insurance 30 
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market to determine the best course of action to provide the most prudentcoverage at the most 1 

competitive rates.  FBC meets annually with peer organizations to benchmark its insurance 2 

program.  FBC also secures input from Aon on coverage limits and deductibles as they 3 

represent a number of Canadian utility clients.  FBC, therefore, feels comfortable that its current 4 

levels of coverage are in line with both its peer group and the exposure faced by the Company. 5 

 6 

 7 

36.3.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the OPEB expense for 8 

any given year. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

The OPEB expense is calculated using actuarial methods and actuarial assumptions in 12 

accordance with the requirements of generally accepted accounting practices.  The primary 13 

components of the annual expense include service cost, which represents the value of benefits 14 

being accrued by active employees over the fiscal year; interest cost on the accrued liability; 15 

and amortization of actuarial gains and losses and prior service costs.  Also included in OPEB 16 

expense for the term of the PBR period is the amortization of the 2005 CICA OPEB liability and 17 

US GAAP OPEB Transitional Obligation approved pursuant to BCUC Order G-110-12.  The 18 

actuarial assumptions included in the determination of OPEB expense include the following:  19 

 The discount rate, which is used to discount projected future benefits to present values.  20 

As required by the applicable accounting standards, the discount rate is based on the 21 

yield of an hypothetical portfolio of high quality corporate bonds; 22 

 The health care cost trend rate, which is the rate at which health care costs under the 23 

OPEB plans are assumed to increase each year. Health care costs include prescription 24 

drugs and other medical costs not covered by the Provincial Medical Services Plan; and 25 

 Rates of retirement of active employees and rates of mortality of retired employees. 26 

 27 

 28 

36.4.  Please identify those variables affecting OPEB expense which are a function of 29 

company policy and practice. 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

Of the OPEB expense variables identified in the response to CEC IR 1.36.3, which included 33 

discount rates, health care cost trend rates and rates of retirement of active employees and 34 
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rates of mortality of retired employees, none of these are a function of FBC‟s policy and 1 

practice. 2 

  3 
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37. Exhibit B-1, Page 62 1 

 2 

37.1.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the power purchase 3 

expense for any given year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

In general the power purchase expense for any given year will be largely determined by two 7 

main variables, load and resources.  Long-term load is driven by economic factors and 8 

population growth as described in the Application at Section C, pages 77 to 94, but for any 9 

given year, the largest variable in actual load will be the weather.  Except as influenced by rate 10 

design, load is independent of any Company policy or practice. 11 

The Company‟s resources to meet load are described in the Application as part of the 12 

discussion explaining Power Purchase Expense at Section C, pages 96 to 107.  The main factor 13 

influencing costs to meet load is Company owned generation.  If this generation remains 14 

available to meet load, then actual Power Purchase Expense will most likely reflect the 15 

assumptions in the forecast.  If Company owned generation is not available for any reason, then 16 

costs can be significantly higher depending on the amount of and the length of time generation 17 

is not available.  It is the Company‟s practice to plan to meet firm load with firm resources, either 18 

Company owned or under contract. 19 

A full description of both the load forecast and power purchase expense can be found in the 20 

referenced sections. 21 

 22 

 23 

37.2.  Please identify those variables affecting power purchase expense which are a 24 

function of company policy and practice. 25 

  26 
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Response: 1 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.37.1. 2 

  3 
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38. Exhibit B-1, Page 62 1 

 2 

38.1.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the revenues for any 3 

given year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The referenced statement contains an error.  It is meant to refer only to revenue from sales of 7 

electricity and should not refer to other sources of revenue contained in Section C3.  This 8 

statement has been corrected in Errata No. 2. 9 

Revenue from sales is derived from billing determinants as set out in the Load Forecast 10 

(Section C1) and the Company‟s approved Tariff rates. 11 

 12 

 13 

38.2.  Please identify those variables affecting revenue which are a function of 14 

company policy and practice. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

The Company‟s load forecasting methodology may be described as a function of Company 18 

“practice”.  Both the load forecast and the Tariff rates are approved by the Commission; except 19 

as influenced by rate design, neither would be characterized as a function of Company “policy”. 20 

  21 
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39. Exhibit B-1, Page 62 & 63 1 

2 

 3 

39.1.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the depreciation and 4 

amortization for any given year. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Under the proposed PBR formula-based capital expenditures, which is discussed further in 8 

Section B6, Part 6.2.5 of the 2014-2018 PBR Application, the variables that affect depreciation 9 

and amortization in any given year are explained below. 10 

Depreciation on capital assets (excluding deferral accounts) 11 

 Opening plant account balances, which is based on forecast capital rate base (excluding 12 

major projects, which are generally approved by way of CPCN applications).  This will be 13 

dependent on forecast regular capital expenditures consistent with the capital formula, 14 

non-recurring major project expenditures, and additions to plant in service as illustrated 15 

in Section E, Table 1-A-1; 16 

 Inputs used for calculating regular capital expenditures under the capital formula, which 17 

includes number of average customers, including the year to year change; composite I-18 

Factor value, as discussed in Section B6, Part 6.2.2.1; and Productivity X-Factor, which 19 

has been proposed at 0.5% for the term of the PBR in Section B6, Part 6.2.2.2, page 49; 20 

and 21 
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 BCUC approved depreciation rates for the different asset classes, which may change 1 

during the term of the proposed PBR if an updated depreciation study with updated 2 

depreciation rates is accepted by the Commission. 3 

 4 

Depreciation expense will be adjusted accordingly when major projects outside the capital 5 

formula, which are normally related to CPCN applications, are included in rate base after 6 

receiving approval from the Commission and being placed into service.        7 

Amortization on deferral accounts 8 

 BCUC direction on approved expenditures to include in the deferral accounts; and 9 

 BCUC approved amortization expense for the different deferral accounts, which is based 10 

on approved forecast expenditures included in the deferral accounts. 11 

 12 

As discussed in Section B6, Part 6.8 of the 2014-2018 PBR Application, there will be an annual 13 

review in each year of the proposed PBR term which allows for FBC to present the current 14 

year‟s projections and the upcoming year‟s forecasts for, among other things, capital 15 

expenditures (as determined by the PBR formula), plant balances, and deferral account 16 

balances. Based on all of these variables, depreciation and amortization is also reforecast each 17 

year as part of the annual review. 18 

 19 

 20 

39.2.  Please identify those variables affecting depreciation and amortization which 21 

are a function of company policy and practice. 22 

  23 

Response: 24 

In the response to CEC IR 1.39.1, for the variables identified as affecting depreciation on capital 25 

assets, the additions to plant in service will be somewhat influenced by the Company‟s asset 26 

management practices. The remaining variables listed are elements of the Company‟s PBR 27 

proposal. 28 

Amortization of deferral accounts will be forecast at each annual review and actual amortization 29 

expense each year will equal the BCUC approved amount. 30 

 31 

 32 
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39.3.  Please confirm that if FBC were to lease assets instead of owning them it 1 

would potentially increase operating and maintenance costs and possibly 2 

reduce financial expense and also confirm that the opposite is true that owning 3 

an asset which was previously rented or leased would increase financial 4 

expenses and reduce operating and maintenance costs. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Not confirmed, as the cost of service difference between leasing assets and including those 8 

assets in rate base on customer rates will depend on many factors, including, but not limited to, 9 

the nature of the asset, the interest rate implicit in the asset being leased, FBC‟s weighted 10 

average cost of capital at that time and the undepreciated capital tax pools for which the assets 11 

will be eligible.   12 

Further, there could be different accounting treatment required depending on whether a lease is 13 

classified as capital or operating. If classified as an operating lease, the lease payments are 14 

recognized as an O&M expense. If classified as a capital lease, an asset and offsetting lease 15 

obligation are recognized and the items recorded as an expense are depreciation expense on 16 

the asset and interest expense on the lease obligation. While different classifications of leases 17 

currently exist, another factor to consider is that there is movement by accounting standard 18 

setters towards a single model for accounting for leases whereby all lease arrangements would 19 

be recognized on the balance sheet as a capital lease. Currently, Exposure Drafts on revisions 20 

to lease accounting guidance are open for public comment with roundtable meetings by the 21 

Financial Accounting Standards Board set to occur in the fourth quarter of 2013. Based on this 22 

Exposure Draft, if an asset is leased, there is no increase to O&M because depreciation and 23 

interest would be recognized as an expense, instead of the lease payment itself. While the 24 

timing of amounts recorded as expense are different, once the lease expires the total amount 25 

paid under the agreement would equal the total amount expensed as interest and depreciation. 26 

  27 
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40. Exhibit B-1, Page 63 1 

 2 

40.1.  Please describe the variables which go into determining the rate base related 3 

expenditure items for any given year. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

To clarify, the preamble to the question is referring only to those items outside of the capital 7 

expenditure formula and therefore is specifically referring to rate base items such as the 8 

deferred charges and working capital.  However, FBC has interpreted the question more broadly 9 

as requesting a description of variables for all rate base related expenditures.  There are 10 

numerous variables that go into determining the rate base related expenditure items, many of 11 

which have been previously described throughout the 2014-2018 PBR Application and include, 12 

but are not limited to: 13 

 Variables that affect the capital expenditure formula are explained in item B6.2.5.2 – 14 

2014-2018 Capital formula on pages 56-57 of Section B6 of the 2014-2018 PBR 15 

Application.  These include the inputs for the capital expenditure formula, as well as non-16 

recurring capital projects during the PBR period such as the substation portion of the 17 

PCB Environmental Compliance and AMI.  18 

  A description of the many variables that drive the additions to the various deferred 19 

charge accounts included in rate base begins under item D4.2 Rate Base Deferral 20 

Accounts on pages 258 to 271 in Section D4 of the 2014-2018 PBR Application.   21 

 The allowance for working capital is also included in rate base to recognize the lag 22 

between revenue is earned and when the funds are received for that revenue, offset by 23 

when expenses are incurred and when the funds are released to pay for the expenses.  24 

Working capital is influenced by the timing differences between the provision of services 25 

or use of goods, and the exchange of funds between FBC and the customer or vendor.  26 

Additionally, working capital also includes working capital funds that are unavailable for 27 
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use, and excludes working capital funds that are available for use.  The cumulative 1 

impact of these timing differences is added to the average value of inventory and other 2 

current assets to arrive at the working capital balance in rate base.   3 

 An Adjustment for Capital Additions is applied so that the weighted average of when 4 

capital expenditures qualify as Plant in Service is used to determine the Utility Rate 5 

Base. 6 

 Depreciation and amortization described in the response to CEC IR 1.39.1 7 

 Contributions in Aid of Construction (CIAC) are entirely driven customer driven and 8 

result from new services to be installed in excess of a specified level of investment to 9 

avoid other customers from subsidizing the cost of the extension. 10 

 11 

 12 

40.2. Please identify those variables affecting rate base expenditure related items 13 

which are a function of company policy and practice. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

Based on the variables that affect rate base expenditure related items identified in the response 17 

to CEC IR 1.40.1, the following are variables that are potentially affected by company policy or 18 

practice. 19 

 A portion of the working capital amount included in rate base will be influenced by the 20 

Company‟s practice of paying invoices net 30 and implementing collection efforts on 21 

overdue accounts.   22 

 The Company‟s depreciation and amortization policies, which are approved by the 23 

BCUC, are discussed in the response to CEC IR 1.39.1 would affect rate base. 24 

 The Company‟s execution of its capital expenditures could affect the timing of when 25 

capital expenditures are placed into Plant in Service which in turn drives the Adjustment 26 

for Capital Additions.  27 

  28 
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41. Exhibit B-1, Page 75 1 

 2 

41.1.  Please confirm that the RDSM could be proposed in a cost-of-service context 3 

as well as in a PBR context and that it is not dependent on either and would 4 

represent a separate regulatory rate setting decision. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Yes, since the RSDM could be proposed in a cost-of-service context as well as a PBR context it 8 

is accurate to say that it is not dependent on either.  FBC does not understand the statement 9 

“would represent a separate regulatory rate-setting decision.”  A decision on the RSDM would 10 

necessarily be made as part of the decision on revenue requirements associated with either a 11 

cost-of-service or PBR-based application. 12 

  13 
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42. Exhibit B-1, Page 76 1 

 2 

42.1.  In making improvements to the PBR plan did the company and or B&V 3 

interview customer groups with respect to their views and concerns with 4 

respect to the PBR plan and its success or lack thereof and if so please provide 5 

copies of the feedback received. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

FEI had a meeting with customer groups BCPSO and CEC on May 9, 2013 in which the PBR 9 

proposals for both FEI and FBC were discussed generally, and the customer groups did provide 10 

some feedback at that time.  On May 10, 2013, FEI also discussed its PBR proposal on the 11 

phone with customer group BCSEA. FBC presented its PBR proposal at the Commission 12 

workshops with customer groups, first at a high level on June 19, 2013 at the Joint FEI - FBC 13 

Workshop in the Commission‟s Vancouver hearing room, and then again in more depth on July 14 

25, 2013 in Kelowna.   15 

The Company has negotiated with customers regarding PBR in prior proceedings and is fully 16 

aware of the positions stakeholders have taken in those discussions.  In developing its proposal 17 

the Company considered IRs and comments received during the evidentiary phase of its 2012 – 18 

2013 RRA which included an oral hearing.  19 

 20 

 21 

42.2. In making improvements to the PBR plan did the company and or B&V 22 

interview any of the Commission staff to determine if they have perceived 23 

issues or concerns with respect to the plan and if so please provide copies of 24 

the feedback received.  25 

  26 

Response: 27 

FBC and/or FEI had meetings with Commission Staff on January 15, 2013, February 5, 2013 28 

(FEI only), March 11, 2013 and May 14, 2013.  During the meetings the Companies discussed 29 

with staff the structure of the Application as well as, various aspects of the proposed PBR Plans.  30 

No written feedback was received. Staff did not comment specifically on the proposed PBR 31 

structure, but did provide some feedback regarding information to be included in the application.  32 

On April 18, 2013 Commission Staff issued to FBC and FEI its “Productivity Improvements in a 33 

Performance Based Rate Setting Environment” letter, which provided the Companies with 34 
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formal input.  A copy of the April 18th letter is contained in Attachment CEC 74.5, provided in 1 

response to CEC IR 1.74.5.  FBC presented its PBR proposal at Commission workshops, first at 2 

a high level on June 19, 2013 at the Joint FEI - FBC Workshop in the Commission‟s Vancouver 3 

hearing room, and then again in more depth on July 25, 2013 in Kelowna. 4 

  5 
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43. Exhibit B-1, Page 78 1 

 2 

43.1.  Please confirm that the company‟s DSM savings do not include the impacts of 3 

provincial codes and standards implementations. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Confirmed.  7 

 8 

 9 

43.2.  Please confirm that the company‟s load forecasting is not and end use 10 

forecasting methodology. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Confirmed. 14 

 15 

 16 

43.3.  Please describe the load forecasting methodology for the gross forecast and 17 

indicate whether or not the forecast is adjusted for either provincial codes and 18 

standards implementations and or for changes in the assumed background rate 19 

of energy use intensity. 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

The gross load is forecast by adding together the residential, commercial, wholesale, irrigation 23 

and lighting loads plus system losses.  For details regarding how each of these load classes are 24 

forecast, please refer to Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix E2, Section 3.1 to 3.6. The load forecast is not 25 

adjusted for provincial codes and standards implementation, but indirectly adjusts for changes in 26 

the assumed background rate of  residential energy use intensity by using a three year rolling 27 

average for the residential UPC.  28 

  29 
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44. Exhibit B-1, Page 80 1 

   2 

44.1.  Please confirm that the normalized load from 2008 to 2012 is actual load 3 

normalized and is not load before savings as labeled. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Confirmed, Figure C1-2, has been updated below.  7 

 8 

  9 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Actual/Normalized and Before-
Savings

3,351 3,416 3,369 3,447 3,422 3,520 3,570 3,607 3,642 3,675 3,715

After-Savings 3,496 3,519 3,537 3,554 3,572 3,596

After-Savings Growth -1.9% 1.9% -1.4% 2.3% -0.7% 2.2% 0.7% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6%
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45. Exhibit B-1, Page 81 1 

 2 

45.1.  Please explain whether or not the term independent of RCR means that FBC 3 

takes its projected rate increases and factors the elasticity impact of those into 4 

its forecast but does not include a specific elasticity impact for the RCR 5 

implementation. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.73.3. 9 

  10 
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46. Exhibit B-1, Page 82 1 

 2 

46.1.  Please explain whether or not the company‟s DSM programs have been 3 

adjusted to anticipate application to the CoK loads and explain how much this 4 

has been provided for. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

No adjustment was necessary since the PowerSense programs were already offered to City of 8 

Kelowna customers on an equal footing to FBC direct customers. 9 

  10 
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47. Exhibit B-1, Page 84 1 

   2 

47.1.  Please confirm that the increase in load in 2013 is due to the addition of the 3 

CoK load residential component. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Confirmed. The load increase in 2013 is due to the addition of the CoK load residential 7 

component, effective March 31st 2013.  8 

 9 

 10 

47.2.  Please confirm that the further growth in load in 2014 is due to the fact that this 11 

would be the first full year with the CoK residential load, because the 12 

acquisition transaction took place in the first quarter of 2013. 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

Confirmed.   16 

  17 
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48. Exhibit B-1, Page 85 1 

   2 

48.1.  Please confirm that the growth in 2013 (3/4 year) and 2014 (full year) is 3 

primarily related to the acquisition of the CoK commercial customers. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Confirmed.   7 

 8 

 9 

48.2.  Please explain why the commercial growth in the FBC service territory would 10 

be expected to grow continuously in excess of the residential load growth. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

The forecast commercial growth is different from the forecast residential growth because both 14 

the methods and underlying data that support the two forecasts are different and the expected 15 

growth in each of the sectors is driven by different factors.  Residential load growth tends to be 16 

tied to population growth, whereas commercial growth tends to be tied more closely to overall 17 

economic growth.  18 

The FBC commercial forecast is based on a regression using Provincial GDP data from the 19 

Conference Board of Canada (CBOC) (see Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix E2, Section 3.2).  20 

Conversely, the residential load forecast is calculated by multiplying the residential UPC 21 

forecast by the customer count forecast. The residential UPC forecast is determined from a 22 
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regression of historic actual data while the customer count forecast is based on population 1 

statistics for the FBC service area from BC Stats. The residential forecast does not use GDP as 2 

an input, just as the commercial forecast does not use a population forecast and as a result it is 3 

reasonable for the two forecasts to grow at different rates. 4 

  5 
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49. Exhibit B-1, Page 86 1 

   2 

49.1.  Please provide any information FBC has with respect to whether or not the 3 

industrial capacity in the FBC service territory has reached maximum utilization 4 

and or whether or not the capacity is underutilized at the projected levels.  5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The annual industrial survey sent to each customer asks for a forecast of their upcoming 8 

demand requirements. The individual capacity of each customer and their forecast use of that 9 

capacity is assumed to be intrinsic in the individual responses. The survey does not ask for the 10 

available capacity or the customer‟s potential use of that capacity. For competitive reasons it is 11 

unlikely that customers would provide that information. Additionally the remaining industrial 12 

capacity is not an input into the forecast model and no changes are anticipated to the model. 13 

Collecting this information, even if it were provided by customers, would not be incorporated into 14 

the forecast model. At this time FBC does not have information with respect to whether or not 15 

the industrial capacity in the FBC service territory has reached maximum utilization and whether 16 

or not the capacity is underutilized.  17 

 18 

 19 

49.2.  Please provide any information FBC has with respect to the international 20 

markets to which the industrial production and electricity usage is exposed. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

FBC does not gather information on international (or other) markets that our industrial 24 

customers might participate in. The Industrial Survey process assumes our customers are the 25 
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best ones to forecast their future demand and by implication that each of them have taken into 1 

account the pressures and opportunities in the markets where they sell their products. 2 

  3 
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50. Exhibit B-1, Page 87 1 

   2 

50.1.   Please confirm that the drop in the wholesale consumption is related to the 3 

CoK loads now transferred to residential, commercial and industrial categories. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Confirmed.  7 

 8 

 9 

50.2.  Please provide the history for the CoK wholesale load compared to the load for 10 

the other wholesale load, such that the relative growth of each can be shown. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix E2, Section 3.3, Table E2-11, p. 16. 14 

 15 

 16 

50.3.  Please comment on whether or not the CoK growth would be expected to be in 17 

excess of the other wholesale customer growth. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

The CoK load growth is not expected to be in excess of the other wholesalers‟ forecasted 21 

growth. The wholesale forecast is derived from survey information provided by wholesale 22 

customers. FBC believes that each wholesale customer has the best knowledge of their service 23 
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territory‟s load with respect to their customer mix, load behaviors, development projects with 1 

associated energy requirements. For the actual forecast growth of each individual wholesaler 2 

please refer to Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix E2, Section 3.3, Table E2-11. The before-savings 3 

expected load growth for each of the individual wholesalers and the CoK are presented in the 4 

table below.  5 

Before-saving Wholesale and CoK Load Growth Rate (%) 

  2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

BCH Lardeau 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 

BCH Kingsgate 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 

City of Grand Forks 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 

City of Nelson 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

City of Penticton 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 0.9% 

District of Summerland 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

City of Kelowna 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 

 6 

 7 

50.4.  Please confirm that the .5% growth in the wholesale load is in excess of the 8 

average load growth from 2009 to 2012, which in the graphic above looks 9 

completely flat. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

The Wholesale load growth of 0.5% during 2015 to 2018 is based on survey information 13 

received from all the FBC wholesale customers. FBC believes that its wholesale customers 14 

have the best knowledge of their service territory„s loads with respect to their customer mix, load 15 

behaviors, development projects with associated development projects.  Note that for the 16 

purpose of this application, rates are only being set for 2014.  For rates beyond 2014, a survey 17 

of industrial customers will be conducted and a forecast produced for each year.  Further 18 

information with regards to the wholesale load can be found in Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix A2, 19 

Section 3.3. 20 

  21 
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51. Exhibit B-1, Page 90 1 

   2 

51.1.  Please provide the average loss rate for the period 2008 to 2012. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

The average loss rate for the 2008-2012 period is estimated at 8.7%.   6 

 7 

 8 

51.2.  Please explain why the loss rate in 2013 and 2014 are increasing. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

The loss rate of 8 percent is constant for the forecast period and is not increasing. 12 

Losses (GWh) are increasing slightly because the gross load is increasing.  Losses are forecast 13 

at 8 percent of gross load, therefore if the gross load increases so do the before-saving losses.   14 

 15 

 16 

51.3.  Please explain why the loss rate average from 2015 to 2018 is negative and 17 

why it is not expected to be similar to the rate from 2008 to 2012. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

The loss rate is forecast to be 8 percent of the gross load for the forecast period, which is 21 

estimated based on a detailed analysis of billing reports of individual accounts from 2011 and 22 
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2012, Exhibit B-1, Section C1, 1.4.7. The after-savings growth shown in Figure C1-12 is the 1 

year over year after-savings loss growth percentage, not the loss rate.     2 

The after-savings growth shown in Figure C1-12 is negative from 2015 through 2018 due to 3 

reduced theft as a result of the implementation of the AMI system.  4 

 5 

 6 

51.4.  Please explain the oscillation in losses for the period from 2008 to 2012 and 7 

why they appear to change more significantly that the actual loads. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

The reason for the fluctuation of the losses is that losses increase as load increases and 11 

decrease as the load decreases. For example, in the years 2009 and 2011 the gross load saw 12 

positive growth, which increased losses while in the years 2008, 2010 and 2012 there was a 13 

decline in growth and therefore losses decreased.  The stacked line graph below shows the 14 

fluctuation of the normalized gross load compared to the normalized losses from 2008 to 2012. 15 

The primary reason for the overall change in losses from the years 2008 to 2012 is due to 16 

effects of the Okanagan Transmission Reinforcement Project (OTR).  17 

 18 

  19 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Losses 309 315 284 307 271

Gross Load 3,351 3,416 3,369 3,447 3,422
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Normalized Gross Load Compared to Normalized Losses  
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52. Exhibit B-1, Page 95 1 

 2 

52.1.  Please provide the calculation basis for the above table in terms of the price 3 

and energy quantities assumed. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to Attachment 52.1 containing a functioning spreadsheet.  Projected 2013 includes 7 

actual sales up to April 2013.  Please note that approved 2013 rates have been used for all 8 

years.  9 

 10 

 11 

52.2.  Please confirm that the 2014 increase in revenue is primarily associated with 12 

the CoK acquisition impacts on revenue.  13 

  14 

Response: 15 

The increase in 2014 revenue in Table C1-4 is primarily associated with the City of Kelowna 16 

acquisition impacts on revenue and forecast load growth of approximately 1.6 percent.  17 

  18 
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53. Exhibit B-1, Page 101 1 

   2 

53.1.  Please provide an estimation for BC Hydro costs based on a 10% rate 3 

increased for BC Hydro for 2014. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

If BC Hydro rates increased by 10% on April 1, 2014, the forecast for BC Hydro expenditure 7 

would be $39.9 million in 2014 and the total power purchase expense would be $90.5 million.  8 

For illustrative purposes, if the rate increase were to occur on January 1, 2014, the forecast for 9 

BC Hydro expenditure would be $41.1 million, and total power purchase expense would be 10 

$91.7 million.  11 

 12 

 13 

53.2.  Please discuss whether or not purchases of energy from the Mid-C market 14 

would be more economic and attractive than purchases from BC Hydro for 15 

2014. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

BC Hydro supply is a flexible and cost effective firm capacity and energy resource that adds 19 

significant value to the FBC resource stack and FBC expects to continue to make significant use 20 

of BC Hydro supply for the foreseeable future.  Given the requirements of system operation and 21 

the variable nature of customer load, although FBC is able to displace a portion of BC Hydro 22 

supply, it does not mean that all BC Hydro supply can be displaced operationally or 23 

economically.   24 

However, the flexibility of FBC overall power supply resource portfolio, including the BC Hydro 25 

supply, does allow for some displacement of PPA energy while still having the supply reliability 26 
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and security of a firm resource. The purchase of energy from the Mid-C market can be more 1 

economical than purchases from BC Hydro from time to time, depending on the season and the 2 

time of day.  Given current market conditions, FBC has entered into term contracts to lock in a 3 

portion of this value for 2014. These contracts and resulting BC Hydro displacements have been 4 

included in the 2014 forecast as part of this Application.   5 

  6 
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54. Exhibit B-1, Page 106 1 

   2 

54.1. Please provide the above table with the 2012, 2013 and 2014 comparative 3 

data. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the following table. 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

54.2.  Please provide costing of the BC Hydro purchases at 10% per year in an 11 

alternate table to the one above. 12 

  13 

2012 

Actual

2013 

Projection

2014 

Forecast

2015 

Forecast

2016 

Forecast

2017 

Forecast

2018 

Forecast

1 Brilliant 35,591 36,781 35,764 38,336 39,151 39,983 40,835

2 BC Hydro 26,037 31,021 37,201 40,660 48,315 51,287 55,712

3 Waneta Expansion 0 0 0 25,864 41,960 42,594 43,597

4 Independent Power Producers 180 229 162 165 169 172 176

5
Market and Contracted 

Purchases
14,366 16,094 15,281 11,822 5,060 3,125 414

6 Surplus Sales Revenues 0 -308 -594 -467 -451 -446 -411

7
Special and Accounting 

Adjustments
-162 14 0 0 0 0 0

8 Balancing Pool -13 435 0 0 0 0 0

9 TOTAL 75,999 84,266 87,814 116,380 134,204 136,716 140,322

10 Gross Load 3,413 3,461 3,519 3,537 3,554 3,572 3,596
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Response: 1 

The table below shows Table C2-9 with an assumed 10% BC Hydro rate increase on April 1 of 2 

each year between 2014 and 2018 and no other changes. 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

54.3.  Please explain whether or not the assumptions behind this table would change 7 

significantly if the BC Hydro rates increase at 10% per year. 8 

  9 

Response:  10 

If BC Hydro rates increased at 10% per year, the assumptions behind this table would not 11 

change significantly in the short-term because FBC cannot replace the PPA with an equivalent 12 

resource without sufficient lead time. FBC‟s power purchase expense would increase but the 13 

Company‟s firm available resources will not change. FBC may have more opportunity to 14 

displace some PPA purchases with market purchases, if the market purchases are be more 15 

cost effective compared to the PPA. However, an equivalent market purchase does not exist, 16 

since no market purchase can replace the PPA with similar reliability, ability to shape deliveries 17 

and ability to meet FBC‟s remote loads.    18 

In the long-term, continued large increases to BC Hydro rates may significantly affect FBC‟s 19 

resource planning process. It may accelerate the need to bring on new generation resources, if 20 

they were to become more cost effective compared to the PPA.  21 

Forecast 

2015

Forecast 

2016

Forecast 

2017

Forecast 

2018

1 Brilliant 38,336 39,151 39,983 40,835

2 BC Hydro 48,168 62,461 72,729 86,849

3 Waneta Expansion 25,349 40,772 40,892 41,328

4 Independent Power Producers 165 169 172 176

5
Market and Contracted 

Purchases
11,822 5,060 3,125 414

6 Surplus Sales Revenues -467 -451 -446 -411

7
Special and Accounting 

Adjustments
0 0 0 0

8 Balancing Pool 0 0 0 0

9 TOTAL 123,372 147,161 156,455 169,192

10 Gross Load 3,537 3,554 3,572 3,596
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 1 

 2 

54.4.  Please explain why the market and contracted purchases are expected to 3 

decline so dramatically and why the BC Hydro purchases are projected to 4 

increase so significantly. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The increase in BC Hydro purchases and decline in Market and Contracted purchases is mainly 8 

due to the forecast market price increase, and FBC anticipating an increased use of PPA 9 

energy and capacity through 2018.  It also takes into account the expiry of FBC‟s current short 10 

term market supply contracts.  The following table shows the volumes of BC Hydro energy 11 

purchases and the volume of Market and Contracted Purchases from 2015 to 2018. 12 

Energy Purchases (GWh) 2015 2016 2017 2018 

BC Hydro 771 916 981 1,068 

Market and Contracted Purchases  251 123 75 9  

 13 

However, each year prior to the June 30th deadline for the Annual Energy Nomination under the 14 

New PPA, FBC will analyze forward market prices and the BC Hydro rates, and either lock in 15 

market purchases at a lower cost to BC Hydro where possible taking into account both cost and 16 

operational considerations, or nominate the BC Hydro energy purchases to meet forecast load. 17 

By that time each year, FBC will have more certainty with BC Hydro rates for the coming year, 18 

and can make decisions to mitigate power purchase expense with market purchases over a 19 

shorter time frame, when possible to do so.  Any changes will be incorporated into the power 20 

purchase forecast at the annual review as part of the annual rate setting process.   21 

 22 

 23 

54.5.  Please provide the calculations behind this table for 2015 to 2018 and include 24 

the calculations for additional columns for 2014, 2013 and 2012 requested in 25 

earlier questions. 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

This response is being filed confidentially under separate cover as it contains commercially 29 

sensitive information.  30 

  31 
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55. Exhibit B-1, Page 110 1 

 2 

55.1.  Please provide this table with the 2012, 2013 and 2014 comparative data 3 

included as well as with the complete breakdown provided in table C3-1 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the following table. 7 

 8 

  9 

Actual Approved Projected Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

2012 2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

1    Apparatus and Facilities Rental 5,018         3,478         4,184         4,156         4,242         4,330         4,420         4,431         

2    Contract Revenue 1,943         1,315         1,709         1,385         1,329         1,382         1,263         1,285         

3    Miscellaneous Revenue 728            1,203         717            738            744            750            758            764            

4    Transmission Access Revenue 1,454         1,071         1,247         1,224         1,248         1,273         1,299         1,325         

5    Investment Income 104            98              90              78              67              46              15              15              

6    Total 9,247         7,165         7,947         7,582         7,630         7,781         7,755         7,819         

($000s)
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56. Exhibit B-1, Page 112 1 

   2 

56.1.  Please provide this table with 2013 adjusted numbers and also the 2014 to 3 

2018 numbers on a comparative basis. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The table below has been extended to include the 2013 Base and 2014-2018 Forecasts.   7 

The department view of 2014-2018 O&M described in the Table below is a high level forecast of 8 

future trends and upcoming challenges for FBC that was prepared by department. The O&M in 9 

Appendix G, Page 1 has been calculated through the PBR formula which is discussed in Tab B 10 

and does not rely on the departmental O&M forecasts in Tab C. The two streams of O&M are 11 

independent of each other. 12 

 13 

Note: Minor variations due to rounding 14 

  15 

2010 2011 2012 2012 2013 2013 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Actual Actual Actual Approved Projection Approved Base Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

Generation 2,217$     2,399$     2,331$     2,282$     2,556$     2,492$     3,046$     3,130$     3,217$     3,307$     3,398$     3,493$     

Operations 14,892$   18,604     19,730     19,920     20,938     20,816     21,760     22,571     23,046     23,609     24,184     24,775     

Customer Service 5,975$     6,398        6,766        6,624        7,510        7,541        7,858        7,576        7,788        8,003        8,220        8,444        

External Relations 1,639$     1,469        1,244        1,431        1,440        1,469        1,490        1,525        1,561        1,598        1,636        1,674        

Energy Supply 827$         893           986           1,069        1,124        1,124        1,178        1,283        1,393        1,430        1,469        1,509        

Information Technology 2,929$     2,903        2,925        2,841        2,988        2,974        3,149        3,231        3,315        3,400        3,489        3,580        

Engineering 1,242$     2,363        2,615        2,701        2,822        2,791        3,867        3,973        4,084        4,197        4,313        4,433        

Operations Support 993$         1,315        1,240        1,223        1,205        1,252        1,258        1,291        1,325        1,360        1,396        1,431        

Facilities 3,700$     3,720        3,596        3,685        3,389        3,466        2,526        2,683        2,690        2,748        2,808        2,869        

Environment, Health & Safety 727$         867           894           925           953           953           1,013        1,043        1,072        1,104        1,135        1,168        

Finance & Regulatory 3,576$     3,882        3,823        4,392        4,080        4,271        4,288        4,403        4,522        4,646        4,771        4,899        

Human Resources 1,638$     1,747        1,816        1,840        1,874        1,874        1,958        2,009        2,062        2,116        2,172        2,228        

Governance 2,284$     2,031        2,134        1,792        2,490        2,373        2,531        2,691        2,783        2,875        3,032        3,069        

Corporate 3,510$     4,484        3,444        4,118        3,800        4,225        3,926        3,605        3,173        2,637        2,245        1,863        

Advanced Metering Infrastructure -$          -            -            -            -            -            368           (439)          (2,411)      (2,369)      (2,794)      

Total O&M 46,149$   53,075$   53,544$   54,843$   57,169$   57,621$   59,848$   61,382$   61,592$   60,619$   61,899$   62,641$   

Table CEC IR1 56.1
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57. Exhibit B-1, Page 113 1 

   2 

57.1.  Please explain the Pension amount and the MRS amount in detail with respect 3 

to its quantitative calculation and determination, particularly because they 4 

appear to be onetime adjustments. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The determination of 2013 Base O&M in Table C4-2 starts with approved 2013 O&M, which did 8 

not include the incremental MRS expenses and included pension/OPEB costs originally 9 

estimated in 2011 by the Company‟s third party external actuary.  Therefore it is necessary to 10 

increase the 2013 Base O&M by $900 thousand, to reflect the current expenses of MRS in 11 

2013, and $2,158 thousand, to reflect the current cost of pensions and OPEBs in 2013.   12 

The explanation of the ongoing MRS O&M expense increase on prospective basis is discussed 13 

under C4.10.3 Engineering Services and Project Management Review on pages 144 to 148 of 14 

Section C4 of the 2014-2018 PBR Application.  15 

The qualitative calculation and determination of the ongoing pension/OPEB O&M expense 16 

increase on a prospective basis is provided in the responses to BCUC IRs 1.212.1 and 17 

1.212.1.1.  The $2,158 thousand increase in O&M to establish 2013 Base O&M is based on the 18 

explanation provided in Section 4.3.3.4.2 – Benefit Inflation on page 117 of the PBR Application 19 

which stated “for 2013, the actuarial estimate that was recently completed is approximately 70 20 

percent higher than the actuarial estimate that was completed in 2011 to establish the 2012-21 

2013 RRA forecasts and approved amounts.  This increase is primarily due to the low interest 22 

rate environment and poorer than expected returns on pension plan assets.” 23 
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Both Pension/OPEB and MRS increases to 2013 Base O&M shown in Table C4-2 are not one-1 

time adjustments but rather are incremental O&M expenses that will occur during each year of 2 

the PBR term.  In addition, pension and OPEB expenses are outside of the PBR O&M formula 3 

and will be reforecast each year as part of the Annual Review.  The MRS increase in costs are 4 

treated differently than the pension and OPEB expenses on a prospective basis as the MRS 5 

costs will be embedded in the O&M formula and will continue to be part of the PBR O&M 6 

formula for the term of the PBR.  7 

 8 

 9 

57.2.  Please comment upon whether or not FBC believes that the Commission could 10 

smooth the impact of the Pension and MRS adjustments into the rates over the 11 

five year PBR period. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

FBC does not understand the mechanism that is intended by this question.  The Pension, MRS 15 

and generation costs are not one-time costs to be smoothed, but rather recurring O&M costs on 16 

a prospective basis during the term of the PBR.  The Pension and MRS adjustments, as is the 17 

Generation adjustment, are necessary expenditures in every year of the PBR period beginning 18 

in 2014 (subject to annual pension adjustments as set out in Section B6) and must be included 19 

in O&M Expense at the full amount required to adequately perform the associated activities.  20 

  21 
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58. Exhibit B-1, Page 123 1 

   2 

  3 

58.1.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for 2010 to 2013. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The inflation rates for 2010 to 2013 are provided in Appendix E1 to the 2014-2018 PBR 7 

Application (Exhibit B-1-1) and have been reproduced in the table below for convenience. 8 

Customer growth rates for 2010 through 2013 are provided in the table below. 9 

 2010 
Actual 

2011 
Actual 

2012 
Actual 

2013 
Projected 

BC Inflation (CPI) 1.40% 2.30% 1.10% 0.93% 

AWE Labour Inflation 2.80% 1.50% 2.30% 2.30% 

Customer Growth 1.15% 1.08% 0.74% 13.39%
1
 

Note: 10 
1
 Large customer growth for 2013 Projected is attributable to FBC‟s purchase of the utility assets of the 11 

City of Kelowna. As of March 31, 2013, the approximately 15,000 customers of the City of Kelowna 12 

became direct customers of FBC. 13 

 14 

 15 

58.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions for 2014 to 2018. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

The inflation and customer growth rate assumptions for 2014 to 2018 are provided in Appendix 19 

E1 to the 2014-2018 PBR Application (Exhibit B-1-1), and have been reproduced below for 20 

convenience. 21 
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 2014 
Forecast 

2015 
Forecast 

2016 
Forecast 

2017 
Forecast 

2018 
Forecast 

BC Inflation (CPI) 1.83% 2.07% 2.03% 2.07% 2.05% 

AWE Labour Inflation 2.70% 2.70% 2.60% 2.60% 2.50% 

Customer Growth 0.76% 0.89% 0.93% 0.94% 0.98% 

 1 

 2 

 3 

58.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for the 4 

Generation function. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 8 

  9 
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59. Exhibit B-1, Page 128 1 

    2 

 3 

59.1.  Please provide a detailed explanation of the Commission decision to require 4 

FBC to expense items it previously capitalized. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

In its decision regarding the 2011 Capital Plan, the Commission determined that certain items 8 

which had been approved as capital expenditures in previous years‟ revenue requirements  9 

should, going forward, be more appropriately classed as routine operating and maintenance 10 

expense.  The programs affected included: 11 

 Transmission and Distribution Pine Beetle Kill Hazard Tree Removal; 12 

 Transmission and Distribution Right-of-Way Reclamation; and 13 

 Hot Tap Connector Replacement Program. 14 

 15 

With respect to the Pine Beetle Hazard Tree Removal program, the Commission disagreed with 16 

FBC‟s justification for capitalization of the program (extraordinary event, long term benefit), and 17 

directed instead that expenditures under this program should addressed as routine operating 18 

and maintenance expense. 19 

With respect to the Right-of-Way Reclamation program, the Commission expressed concern 20 

with the capitalization of the clearing of an existing right-of-way more than once, particularly if 21 

cyclical brushing was not routinely completed which could lead to an increase in the 22 

expenditures under this program.  As such, the Commission directed that expenditures under 23 

this program should be addressed as routine operating and maintenance expense. 24 
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With respect to the Hot Tap Connector Replacement Program, the Commission determined that 1 

the program related to an on-going issue with respect to FBC‟s legacy system, and directed the 2 

Company to instead address the required expenditures as a part of routine operating and 3 

maintenance expense. 4 

 5 

 6 

59.2.  Please provide an explanation as to whether or not these items are repeating 7 

expenditures every year and explain why. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

Please refer to Section C4.5.1 of the application which describes the activities associated with 11 

Operation O&M, all of which are recurring activities necessary for the safe and reliable operation 12 

of the utility.    13 

 14 

 15 

59.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for Operations 16 

O&M. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 20 

 21 

 22 

 Exhibit B-1, Page 132 23 

   24 
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 1 

59.4.  Please provide the inflation rates for 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. 2 

  3 

Response: 4 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 5 

 6 

 7 

59.5. Please provide the customer growth rates for 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 11 

 12 

 13 

59.6.  Please provide the inflation rates assumed for 2014 to 2018 by year. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 17 

 18 

 19 

59.7.  Please provide the customer growth rates assumed for 2014 to 2018 by year. 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 23 

 24 

 25 

59.8.  Please provide the fixed and variable components of the cost structure for 26 

Customer Service O&M. 27 
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  1 

Response: 2 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 3 

 4 

 5 

 Exhibit B-1, Page 135 6 

   7 

  8 

59.9.  Please explain why the External Relations O&M has been maintained at level 9 

of decreased levels through the 2010 to 2013 period. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

A combination of unique circumstances and the reclassification of expenditure resulted in a 13 

lower level of spend in the 2010 to 2012 period.  14 

In 2011, the lower expenditure was due to higher cross charges to the gas operations to backfill 15 

a temporary employee leave.  In 2012, the lower spend was attributable to a vacant 16 

Communications Advisor position,  the reclassification of expenditure to non-regulated expense, 17 

a vacant manager position and higher cross charges to the gas operations. The department 18 

intentionally delayed filling the Communication Advisor role until 2013, in order to determine if 19 

the workload of the group could be managed without this position but realized that this was not 20 

a sustainable solution. As per the 2012/2013 RRA and Order G-1101-12, FBC was directed to 21 

allocate 50 percent of its community investment and 100% of political donations to the 22 

shareholder.  As such, the 2012 actual and the 2013 projected expenditure does not include 23 

$93 thousand and $80 thousand respectively, of community investment and political donations 24 
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as these expenses are borne by the shareholder. The role and responsibilities of the vacant 1 

manager position have since been addressed through the shared gas and electric management 2 

responsibility reflecting the integrated nature of the department. Additionally, in 2012 the lower 3 

expenditure was attributable to higher cross charges to the gas operations by electric 4 

employees, to backfill the work of gas employees working on capital projects during that year.   5 

In 2011 and 2012 the department experienced temporary circumstances contributing to a 6 

temporary and unsustainable period of underspend, and thereby 2013 forecasted expenditure is 7 

more reflective of the appropriate base from which to develop a forecast the next five year 8 

period in order to sustain ongoing operations for the department.  This will enable the 9 

department to meet customer and stakeholder expectations along with the increasing demands 10 

on communications and external relations for such initiatives as AMI, RCR and customer 11 

education on rates, billing and energy usage.  12 

 13 

 14 

59.10.  Please explain why the costs for External Relations grow significantly from 15 

2014 to 2018. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

To clarify, FBC is not seeking approval for the O&M Expenses set out in Table C4-12, or for the 19 

aggregate of the costs in section C4.  O&M Expense during the term of the PBR Plan will be set 20 

at the corporate level according to the formula set out in Section B6.   21 

The Communications and External Relations groups do not expect to increase costs 22 

significantly over the 2014 to 2018 period. Rather, only annual inflationary increases, with 23 

annual increases of just over 2 percent from 2013 base, are forecasted over this period, as 24 

noted in the footnotes to the above tables.  25 

 26 

 27 

59.11.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions used to derive these 28 

numbers from 2014 to 2018. 29 

  30 

Response: 31 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 32 

 33 

 34 
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59.12.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for O&M.  1 

  2 

Response: 3 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 4 

  5 
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60. Exhibit B-1, Page 138 & 139 1 

   2 

  3 

60.1.  Please provide the inflation rates and growth rates for 2010 to 2013. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

60.2. Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions from 2014 to 2018. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 13 

 14 

 15 

60.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable components of the cost structure for 16 

Energy Supply. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 20 

  21 
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61. Exhibit B-1, Page 142 1 

   2 

  3 

61.1.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for 2010 to 2013. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

61.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions for 2014 to 2018. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 13 

 14 

 15 

61.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for the IS 16 

O&M function. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 20 

  21 
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62. Exhibit B-1, Page 145 & 147 1 

   2 

  3 

  4 

62.1.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for 2010 to 2013. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 8 

 9 

 10 

62.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions for 2014 to 2018. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 14 
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 1 

 2 

62.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost components of the Engineering and 3 

Project management function as well as for the MRS function. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 7 

  8 
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63. Exhibit B-1, Page 149 & 150 1 

   2 

  3 

63.1.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for the 2010 to 2013 period. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

63.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions for the 2014 to 2018 10 

period. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 14 

 15 

 16 

63.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for the 17 

Operations support function. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 21 

  22 
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64. Exhibit B-1, Page 152 1 

   2 

  3 

64.1.  Please explain why the Facilities O&M costs have been maintained and 4 

reduced slightly from 2010 to 2013. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

The trend for O&M costs incurred by Facilities between the years 2010 to 2013 is a reflection of 8 

several factors including the fixed lease costs observed throughout the period and the 9 

downward fluctuation of long period work that is scheduled as part of the normal maintenance 10 

cycle.  In addition, the Facilities Department combined two FTE positions within FBC and FEI 11 

into a single FTE position residing within FEI and cross charging to FBC.   12 

 13 

 14 

64.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for 2010 to 2013. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 18 

 19 

 20 

64.3.  Please provide the inflation and growth rate assumptions for the 2014 to 2018 21 

period. 22 

  23 

Response: 24 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 25 
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 1 

 2 

64.4.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components of the facilities 3 

function. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 7 

  8 
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65. Exhibit B-1, Page 156 & 157 1 

   2 

  3 

65.1.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for the 2010 to 2013 period. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

65.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions for the 2014 to 2018 10 

period. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 14 

 15 

 16 

65.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for the EH&S 17 

function. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 21 

  22 
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66. Exhibit B-1, Page 159 & 160 1 

   2 

  3 

66.1.  Please provide the growth and inflation rates for the period 2010 to 2013. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

66.2.  Please provide the growth and inflation assumptions for the period 2014 to 10 

2018. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 14 

 15 

 16 

66.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure for the finance and 17 

regulatory function. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 21 

  22 
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67. Exhibit B-1, Page 163 & 164 1 

   2 

  3 

67.1.  Please provide the inflation and growth rates for the 2010 to 2013 period. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

67.2.  Please provide the inflation and growth assumptions for the 2014 to 2018 10 

period. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 14 

 15 

 16 

67.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structure components for the Human 17 

Resources function.  18 

  19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 21 

  22 
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68. Exhibit B-1, Page 166 1 

   2 

  3 

68.1.  Please provide the growth and inflation rates for 2010 to 2013. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 7 

 8 

 9 

68.2.  Please provide the assumed inflation and growth rates for the 2014 to 2018 10 

period. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 14 

 15 

 16 

68.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost components for the governance 17 

function. 18 

 19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 21 

  22 
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69. Exhibit B-1, Page 170, 171 & 172 1 

   2 

  3 

  4 

  5 

  6 

  7 

69.1.  Please provide the growth rates and inflation rates for the period 2010 to 2013. 8 
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  1 

Response: 2 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.1. 3 

 4 

 5 

69.2.  Please provide the growth and inflation rate assumptions for the period 2014 to 6 

2018. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 10 

 11 

 12 

69.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structures for the Corporate O&M 13 

functions. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 17 

  18 
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70. Exhibit B-1, Page 174 to 176 1 

   2 

  3 

  4 

 5 

70.1. Please provide the growth and inflation assumptions for the 2014 to 2018 6 

period. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.58.2. 10 

 11 

 12 

70.2.  Please confirm the savings in other functions associated with the addition of 13 

the AMI function costs are all of the savings firmly identified in the AMI CPCN 14 

application but none of the unquantified or future benefits are included. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

Confirmed.   18 
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 1 

 2 

70.3.  Please provide the fixed and variable cost structures for the AMI function. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

AMI essentially will have no variable costs associated with it once the project is implemented.  6 

Please also refer to the response to CEC IR 1.26.2. 7 

  8 
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71. Exhibit B-1, Page 182 1 

 2 

71.1.  Please prepare the above table without CPCN related projects and without one 3 

time major expenditure projects. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The requested table is provided below. The projects that have been eliminated (highlighted in 7 

the table below) are as follows: 8 

 Advanced Metering Infrastructure (CPCN project) 9 

 PCB Project (One time Major Expenditure Project) 10 

 Okanagan Long Term Solution (One time Major Expenditure Project) 11 

 12 

Please note that only the CPCN expenditures for the Advanced Metering Infrastructure have 13 

been excluded in the table, and not the incremental sustaining expenditures (non-CPCN 14 

expenditures) which are driven by the AMI project  15 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

71.2.  Please explain how it would be possible to know whether or not FBC has 4 

implemented the capital expenditures planned and forecast as opposed to 5 

knowing just how much capital expenditure dollars have been spent. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.152.1. 9 

 10 

71.3.  Please provide for each capital expenditure category a metric that provides a 11 

measure of how much capital investment functionality is being implemented in 12 

each year. 13 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Base Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

Sustainment Capital

Generation 2,468 3,155 2,940 2,944 3,010 2,847

Transmission, Station & Telecommunications 8,359 16,171 9,821 9,480 11,073 11,520

Less PCB Project (6,062)         -           -           -            -             

Distribution 9,220 11,827 12,092 14,164 14,248 14,503

Total Sustainment Capital 20,047 25,091 24,854 26,587 28,331 28,869

Growth Capital

Transmission, Station & Telecommunications 332 3,187 3,190 -           293 2,928

Distribution 20,306 15,102 14,732 15,589 15,764 16,916

Total Growth Capital 20,638 18,289 17,922 15,589 16,057 19,844

Other Capital

Information Systems 4,271 5,290          6,134       5,791        5,747         5,721         

Vehicles 2,360 1,948          1,783       1,749        1,907         1,945         

Meters Changes 369 -              71            109          114           118            

Telecommunications 166 156             159          162          166           169            

Buildings 803 1,044          912          942          961           980            

Furniture & Fixtures 110 260             531          87            88             90              

Tools 416 494             504          514          524           535            

Okanagan Long Term Solution -             120             122          3,800        -            -             

Advanced Metering Infrastructure -             16,765         18,233     583 741 604

Less Okanagan Long Term Solution (120)            (122)         (3,800)       -            -             

Less Advanced Metering Infrastructure (16,468)        (17,660)    -           -            -             

Total Other Capital 8,495 9,490 10,666 9,938 10,247 10,162

Pension Adjusments -             (345)            (789)         (1,233)       (1,608)        (1,915)        

Total Gross Capital Expenditures 49,180 52,525 52,652 50,881 53,028 56,960
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  1 

Response: 2 

FBC considers the most appropriate measure for any given project or project category would be 3 

an evaluation of the total expenditures as compared to the original estimate, schedule and 4 

scope (normalized for any non-controllable factors). In other words, a desirable outcome is that 5 

projects are completed on the needed timeline and fully implement the originally defined project 6 

scope, but at an equal or lower cost than the detailed project estimate.  FBC submits that due to 7 

the large number of external factors which can influence project schedules (such as permitting 8 

requirements or interaction with external stakeholders) normalizing for uncontrollable factors 9 

that impact project costs, scope or schedules must be considered. 10 

FBC considers that the 2014 PBR application inherently incorporates such a capital 11 

expenditures incentive mechanism in that the capital allowed under the PBR formula is lower 12 

than that derived from totaling the individual project forecasts. Hence, FBC is challenged to 13 

complete an identified portfolio of projects at a lower cost than forecast by finding design, 14 

procurement and construction efficiencies. On that basis a metric for each capital category is 15 

inappropriate under a PBR arrangement. 16 

 17 

 18 

71.4.  Please describe how FBC will know whether it is being more efficient or 19 

whether it only knows if it has spent more or less than planned for each 20 

category listed. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.71.3. 24 

  25 
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72. Exhibit B-1, Page 261 1 

   2 
72.1.  Please provide a list of all of the items excluded from the PBR and provide the 3 

matching deferral account requested to flow through actuals. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

Section D4.8 and Table D4-4, on page 274 of the Application provides a Summary of Approvals 7 

Sought regarding Deferral Accounts as well as cross references to the relevant Section of the 8 

Application where relevant. 9 

Items excluded from the PBR O&M formula include: 10 

1. The O&M portion of Pension/OPEB (see Section D4.4.40. The Company is proposing to 11 

defer variances to Pension/OPEB expense and change from a 3 year amortization 12 

period to a 11 year amortization period based on EARSL beginning January 1, 2014. 13 

2. Insurance (see Section D4.3.4). FBC has requested that differences in Insurance 14 

premiums from forecast will be deferred and amortized in the following year. 15 

3. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Project. Incremental costs and savings resulting 16 

from the AMI project will be tracked and presented outside of the PBR O&M formula. 17 

 18 

 19 

72.2.  Please explain why there is not a deferral account for variances with any items 20 

excluded from the PRB which do not have deferral accounts. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

FBC assumes this question is referring to Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Project costs 24 

excluded from the O&M and capital formula and the PCB Compliance – Substations costs 25 

excluded from the capital formula.  26 

FBC has not requested deferral accounts to capture variances from forecasts for these items as 27 

the forecasts will be updated annually during the Annual Review process, thereby leaving both 28 

FBC and customers at risk for only one year of forecasts.  Additionally, FBC has attempted to 29 

reduce the amount of deferral accounts it currently uses as is evidenced by Section D4.8 of the 30 
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Application where the utility has requested nine new accounts compared to the 23 deferral 1 

accounts it has requested for discontinuance.  However, FBC would be amenable to creating 2 

deferral accounts to capture variances from forecast for both the AMI Project and PCB 3 

Compliance – Substations should the Commission determine it appropriate.    4 

 5 

 6 

72.3.  Please explain how the excluded capital project variances will be handled 7 

during the PBR period. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IR 1.58.1, and BCPSO IRs 1.25.1 and 1.25.2.   11 

  12 
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73. Exhibit B-1, Page 277 & Page 106 1 

 2 

73.1.  Please calculate the portion of the rate increases expected that are being 3 

driven by assumed BC Hydro increased volume for power purchases. 4 

 5 

Response: 6 

The table below calculates at a high level the portion of the rate increases that are driven by BC 7 

Hydro increased volume for power purchases.  There are no forecasted BC Hydro rate 8 

increases in 2014 forward so the difference in cost is due to volume. 9 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

73.2.  Please confirm that the BC Hydro rates are assumed to be their April 1, 2013 4 

rates and that no rate increases are factored into the estimates.  5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Confirmed. 8 

 9 

 10 

73.3.  Please confirm that the increase in power purchase costs is driven by a 11 

decrease in market purchases causing a transfer to purchases from BC Hydro. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

Not confirmed.  Please refer to Section C, page 106 of the application for a discussion of the 15 

increase in power purchase expense from 2014 to 2018.  A greater reliance on BC Hydro 16 

energy and capacity is only a part of the reason for the increase.   17 

 18 

 19 

73.4.  Please provide an explanation as to whether or not FBC will continue 20 

purchasing from the market if the prices for energy are lower than the costs of 21 

power from BC Hydro. 22 

  23 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

BC Hydro Energy & Capacity Costs 31,021   37,201     40,660     48,315     51,287     55,712     

BC HydroCost Increases 6,180       3,459       7,655       2,972       4,425       

Base Revenue 323,405   335,990   349,102   362,926   377,740   

BC Hydro Increases as a % of Base Revenue 1.9% 1.0% 2.2% 0.8% 1.2%

Power Purchase Cost Parameters - BC Hydro
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Response: 1 

Yes, FBC will continue to make market purchases to displace BC Hydro PPA power where it is 2 

operationally feasible and economical to do so.  A discussion of the approach and methodology 3 

used in the application is found in Section C, page 101 to 103 in sub-section 2.5.  A similar 4 

approach will be applied every year to determine the appropriate BC Hydro PPA nomination. 5 

 6 

 7 

73.5.  Please calculate the portion of the rate increases expected that are being 8 

driven by the addition of the Waneta Expansion. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

The cumulative Rate increases during 2015-2018 increases expected as a result of the Waneta 12 

Expansion is approximately 11.8%. 13 

 14 
 15 
 16 

 17 
73.6.  Please confirm that BC Hydro rate increases would be proposed to flow 18 

through to customer rates. 19 

  20 

Response: 21 

Confirmed.  Please see the response to BCMEU IR 1.4.1. 22 

 23 

 24 
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73.7.  Please describe the timing for recognizing the BC Hydro rate increases in the 1 

costs for customers of FBC, will it be upon application and interim rate approval 2 

or will it await a finalization decision? 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

Please see the response to BCMEU IR 1.4.1.. 6 

 7 

 8 

73.8.  Please describe the flow through mechanism, will the impacts of BC Hydro rate 9 

increases be captured in a deferral account and flowed through to customers in 10 

a following year after an annual PBR review? 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Please see the response to BCMEU IR 1.4.1. 14 

  15 
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74. Reference:   MULTIYEAR PERFORMANCE BASED RATE-MAKING MECHANISM  1 

Appendix D2, Productivity Reports from Black and Veatch  2 

 3 

Black and Veatch (“B&V”) has prepared a report for FEI on the productivity trends of US 4 

gas distributors.   5 

74.1.  Please provide working papers for the B&V study in electronic format.  A 6 

Microsoft Excel version of schedules 1 and 2 containing the data and formulas 7 

intact should be included. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

B&V provides the following response.   11 

All of the data is provided in the schedules.  There are no other workpapers.  B&V does not 12 

provide live Excel versions of models when all of the data and formulas are contained in the 13 

exhibits and when prohibited by the data provider.  It should also be noted that the data in the 14 

analysis is not from a single source.  Rather, the Ventyx Velocity data has been audited by B&V 15 

by reviewing the original source documents from Commission filings and making corrections as 16 

necessary.   17 

 18 

 19 

74.2.  Please provide the names of the authors of the study and identity additional 20 

individuals who assisted in the research and their roles in B&V‟s work for FEI. 21 

Please also provide CV‟s for these individuals highlighting their training and 22 

experience with TFP studies and PBR or confirm that all the relevant CVs are 23 

in Appendix D3. 24 

  25 

Response: 26 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.18.2.  This response is 27 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 28 

H. Edwin Overcast and Russell A. Feingold assisted by Eric Franco.  Mr. Franco extracted the 29 

data and ran the models.  The CVs for Dr. Overcast and Mr. Feingold may be found in the filing 30 

(Exhibit B-1-1) in Appendix D-3. 31 

 32 

 33 

 34 
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74.3.  Please detail the team‟s experience measuring total factor productivity (“TFP”).  1 

Please provide copies of previous productivity studies by the authors which are 2 

in the public domain.  Please provide docket numbers for any productivity 3 

studies filed with a regulator. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.3.  This response is 7 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 8 

The development of TFP studies relies on a combination of theoretical and practical tools 9 

involved in the estimation.   10 

Dr. Overcast has a theoretical background through both his graduate education and teaching in 11 

both MBA and graduate programs related to applied microeconomic theory.  Dr. Overcast has 12 

lectured on PBR and other incentive regulation at the AGA Rate Course at the University of 13 

Wisconsin.  Dr. Overcast has also been a discussant of benchmark analysis in the context of 14 

productivity at a conference sponsored by Rutgers University.   15 

The application of a microeconomic theory on TFP to the utility context requires an in-depth 16 

understanding about utility cost inputs and what drives costs for utilities (outputs), as they are 17 

not the same as for the manufacturing industry that is the basis for the academic paradigm.  Dr. 18 

Overcast has extensive gas and electric utility planning, engineering and operating experience 19 

that provides a detailed understanding of the fundamental building blocks of TFP analysis.  Dr. 20 

Overcast is also the author of the AGA Magazine article that developed the basis for 21 

understanding scale economies and the impact on cost of service and rate design. Dr. Overcast 22 

has experience with cost of service analysis for both electric and gas utilities having filed dozens 23 

of both embedded and marginal cost studies for utilities. In addition, Dr. Overcast taught electric 24 

cost of service analysis for the EEI Rate Fundamentals Course and the Advanced Rate Course 25 

at Indiana University.   26 

Mr. Feingold is a nationally recognized expert in all elements of utility costing, pricing and 27 

regulatory requirements. He has participated in numerous projects for gas and electric utilities 28 

and has extensive experience in a broad range of utility ratemaking issues including: fully 29 

allocated and marginal cost studies; rate design, strategic and market-based pricing; service 30 

and rate unbundling; revenue sharing, weather normalization and other automatic adjustment 31 

mechanisms; incentive ratemaking and PBR, end-user bypass and energy regulation analysis. 32 

Mr. Feingold served as an organizer and speaker at the annual industry course, American Gas 33 

Association – Gas Rate Fundamentals Course, University of Wisconsin – Madison, and 34 

University of Chicago – School of Business, 1985 – 2012.  He has taught on a variety of issues 35 

related to cost of service and rate design. Mr. Feingold‟s industry expertise covers many of the 36 

issues critical to the development of TFP analysis related to inputs and outputs. 37 
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In terms of public regulatory filings, Dr. Overcast has filed direct and rebuttal testimony 1 

specifically on TFP in joint testimony with Dr. Mark Lowry in Docket No. 8390-U before the 2 

Georgia Public Service Commission as an employee of Atlanta Gas Light Company (AGL) in 3 

1998. This was part of the unbundling proceeding for AGL. The testimony included a 4 

productivity study prepared by Dr. Lowry under the supervision of Dr. Overcast. In addition, the 5 

testimony included a recommended I- X-Factor price cap proposal.  As an officer of AGL, Dr. 6 

Overcast provided the AGL policy testimony related to this issue and others.  He analyzed 7 

productivity in the context of regulatory proceedings.  The Georgia Commission did not act on 8 

the PBR proposal because of the complexity of the docket related to full unbundling. 9 

Mr Feingold has testified many times regarding cost of service issues that are relevant to the 10 

selection of proper TFP inputs.  He advised FEI (Terasen Gas Inc.) on the development of its 11 

previous PBR plan, which was resolved by negotiated settlement.  He has also testified related 12 

to PBR Plans in Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company in Massachusetts, Docket Numbers 13 

MA-DTE 02-22 and MA-DTE 02-23 related to the 2002 application for approval of a PBR Plan.   14 

The CV‟s of Dr. Overcast and Mr. Feingold are attached to the Application.  It is the combination 15 

of their academic and practical experience that supports the development of a TFP analysis that 16 

reflects the proper measure of inputs and outputs which is critical to rigorous TFP study.   17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

74.4.  Please detail the team‟s experience in proposing PBR plans with indexing (I-X) 21 

components including docket numbers for any PBR proposals filed with 22 

regulators.  Please provide copies of previous PBR testimony by the authors 23 

which are in the public domain.  Please note if these PBR proposals were 24 

approved or rejected by regulators. 25 

  26 

Response: 27 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.74.3. 28 

 29 

 30 

 31 

74.5.  Please provide the correspondence between Fortis and B&V that led to the 32 

engagement and include a copy of the contract and amounts invoiced to date.   33 

Please split these costs if possible between the PBR survey, the productivity 34 

study, and any other items that were billed to FBC.  We specifically request 35 
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information about the number of hours billed and the charges for services 1 

rendered. 2 

  3 

Response: 4 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.5.  This response is 5 

identical to the FEI response to that IR, with the exception of the name change to FBC. 6 

Through its experience with consultant Russ Feingold during FEI‟s previous PBR preparation, 7 

B&V was chosen as the expert who would best be able to assist with the PBR development.  8 

FBC was also cognizant of the Commission‟s April 18th letter in which the Commission required 9 

as follows: 10 

“The Commission requires FEU and FortisBC to describe its productivity improvement 11 

culture by an examination of PBR methodologies in its next Revenue Requirements 12 

Applications.  This examination is to evaluate the most recent PBR methodologies 13 

employed by FEU and FortisBC and the various PBR methodologies approved by other 14 

jurisdictions in Canada.  FEU and FortisBC are to propose a PBR methodology and 15 

explain how it addresses the limitations in the various PBR methodologies, and will 16 

achieve a productivity improvement culture.” 17 

 18 

B&V was retained through FortisBC‟s legal counsel Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP.  Please 19 

refer to Attachment 74.5 for copies of the Commission‟s April 18, 2013 PBR letter, B&V‟s 20 

Consulting Services Agreement and correspondence.   21 

The total amounts invoiced to date include time required for consultation on the PBR survey, 22 

preparation of the PBR survey report, preparation of the gas TFP study and preparation of the 23 

electric TFP study, preparation and presentation to stakeholders at the June 19, 2013 PBR 24 

workshop, and preparation of responses to some of FEI‟s round 1 PBR IRs.  The costs to date 25 

total $191,912.94, and are split roughly equally between consultation and preparation of the 26 

PBR survey, consultation and preparation of the gas and electric TFP studies, participating in 27 

the stakeholders‟ PBR workshop, and responding to IRs. 28 

For the work invoiced to date B&V have provided its expert PBR advice to both FEI and FBC.  29 

The current invoicing is allocated approximately 75% to FEI and 25% to FBC because FEI is 30 

farther along in its proceeding.  The Companies expect that the costs will be approximately split 31 

equally between FEI and FBC once both proceedings are completed. 32 

 33 

 34 

 35 
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 1 

74.6.  B&V states on page 1 of its report that “because of the growing importance of 2 

infrastructure replacement TFPs are more likely to be negative going forward”.  3 

Please provide an empirical substantiation of this statement.  Has the capital 4 

productivity growth of gas distributors declined substantially more than their 5 

O&M productivity growth in recent years?  Did companies with negative 6 

productivity growth typically have negative capital productivity growth on 7 

average in the B&V sample?  8 

  9 

Response: 10 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.18.6.  This response is 11 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 12 

B&V provides the following response.  13 

The statement is not based on any empirical analysis.  It is a logical conclusion based on the 14 

facts as explained in the testimony.  B&V did not conduct a multifactor productivity analysis and 15 

therefore it is impossible to conclude anything about the relationship between capital and O&M 16 

productivity independently. 17 

 18 

 19 

   20 

74.7.  B&V states on p. 1 of its report that “As adapted by Stephen Littlechild in the 21 

1980s, the original formulaic version of PBR was simply a measure of inflation 22 

minus an adjustment for productivity and efficiency.  In this simple model, TFP 23 

is the measure of productivity and efficiency and is a building block for the 24 

change in revenue or price under PBR.”  Please indicate where in Stephen 25 

Littlechild‟s work in the 1980s and provide the document(s) in which he 26 

specifically called for TFP studies to establish the X factor.   27 

  28 

Response: 29 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.7.  This response is 30 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 31 

B&V provides the following response.  32 

Littlechild did not call for TFP studies to support the X-Factor.  This has been a later 33 

development of the fundamental model. 34 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

74.8.  B&V states on p. 1 of its report that “Care must be taken in using the results of 4 

any TFP study values because the underlying assumptions of the study may 5 

not match the implementation of a proposed plan.  For example, the TFP 6 

calculated in this study includes an ex-post measure of capital that may differ 7 

from the capital treatment that separates a portion of capital such as CPCNs 8 

for treatment outside of the plan.”  Would CPCN exclusions tend to raise or 9 

lower the TFP growth target and why? 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.8.  This response is 13 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 14 

B&V provides the following response.  15 

Excluding CPCNs from the capital component would reduce the costs while also reducing the 16 

capacity component of the system.  Since both outputs and inputs change, it is impossible to 17 

know how TFP would be changed.  To the extent that a CPCN project is largely related to 18 

infrastructure replacement the impact on cost would be greater than the impact on output.  This 19 

would indicate that TFP would be less negative because the value of the input measure would 20 

be smaller and that change has a negative sign in the equation. 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

74.9.  B&V states on p. 2 of its report that “As a practical matter, TFP signals whether 25 

costs are rising faster or slower than the rate of cost inflation… a positive TFP 26 

means costs are changing slower than inflation.”  Please explain these 27 

statements.  Since Divisia price and quantity indexes exist such that growth 28 

Cost = growth Input Prices + growth Input Quantities so that growth Cost - 29 

Inflation = growth Input Quantities, isn‟t B&V in fact enunciating the conditions 30 

for input quantity growth?  31 

  32 

Response: 33 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.9.  This response is 34 

identical to the FEI response to that IR. 35 
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B&V provides the following response.  1 

At a theoretical level, no Divisia index is used as part of this analysis.  It was not necessary to 2 

measure input quantities using the indirect measure of inputs.  This is a benefit of the Kahn 3 

method as it avoids all of the assumptions related to measuring those units.  Specifically, the 4 

infrastructure replacement is exactly that- a growth in inputs but more importantly a growth in 5 

inputs that may not change output.  The proper specification of the change in inputs as 6 

measured by the ex-post measure is illustrated by the following equation for labor: 7 

             )          )                 )                 

In fact, the measure of inputs is not a measure of input quantity growth as your equation 8 

hypothesizes.  As can be seen from the labor sample, the change in labor such as full time 9 

equivalents (FTEs) could be zero but input costs would still increase based solely on the change 10 

in price.  This is another advantage of the method used because there is no requirement to 11 

calculate specifically the impact of the change in the quantity or quality of labor and the impact 12 

of these changes on the prices for labor.  They are included in the analysis.  To evaluate labor 13 

costs solely on FTEs fails to take into account the various mix of labor quality on the average 14 

price of labor.  This is important since increased labor cost that results from improved 15 

productivity is not related to inflation which is assumed by the equation in the question. 16 

Finally, the issue of quality of labor has been an issue related to TFP studies in the economic 17 

literature.  One common option for addressing this issue is to use salary distribution as the basis 18 

for assessing labor quality.  As noted above the indirect measure of labor covers this issue as 19 

well as the quantity issue. 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

74.10.  B&V states on p. 6 of its report that „By excluding general plant from the capital 24 

component of costs, the AUC adopted NERA study failed to include the 25 

investment in line trucks and other vehicles used to maintain the distribution 26 

system.  The study also excluded all of the investment in equipment used to 27 

maintain the delivery system.  This was an explicit assumption of the study to 28 

exclude these costs but an unrealistic assumption when estimating the 29 

productivity of delivery services.‟   Since general plant constitutes only a small 30 

fraction of the base rate cost of energy delivery, please explain why the 31 

exclusion of general plant would substantially alter results.  Please present any 32 

evidence that suggests that the productivity of vehicles and other equipment 33 

mentioned is substantially different from the productivity of other distribution 34 

inputs. 35 

  36 
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Response: 1 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.10.  This response 2 

is identical to the FEI response to that IR. 3 

B&V provides the following response.  4 

The question misses the point in the testimony.  Labor without vehicles and equipment would be 5 

about as productive as Stone Age man. The key point is that by not including the capital 6 

necessary to make labor productive the analysis understates the cost of that productivity.  It is 7 

simple to understand that wages reflect expected productivity based on the use of this 8 

equipment.  It is poor economic analysis to exclude those factors of production.  It does 9 

however make the analysis of TFP easier. 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

74.11.  Please explain why 5 years is the best period of time to measure to measure 15 

long run industry productivity trends.  What would be the arguments against the 16 

use of a ten year period?  The authors note on p. 6 that “In order to avoid the 17 

impacts of weather and external economic conditions, the use of volumetric 18 

outputs require significantly longer periods because of the inherent volatility of 19 

the output measure.  Where a more correct specification of output based on 20 

customers and/or capacity is used, there is no need to use extraordinarily long 21 

periods as shorter periods will properly reflect the estimated TFP for more fixed 22 

inputs”.  Is the volatility of input quantities not also a concern in choosing the 23 

duration for the sample period?  Could input and output quantities alike have 24 

been affected by the recession that occurred during the chosen 2007-2011 25 

sample period?   If so, how?  Please cite all productivity studies you are aware 26 

of that use a sample period as short as 5 years to measure the long run 27 

industry productivity trend.  Please provide productivity results for the longest 28 

sample period for which B&V gathered the necessary data. 29 

  30 

Response: 31 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.11.  The question 32 

asks about FEI not FBC, but we have assumed it was intended to apply to FBC. 33 

B&V provides the following response.  34 
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The use of a five year period has been explained in the responses to BCUC IR 1.17.1, 1.17.2 1 

and 1.18.1.  Further, when the proposed PBR Plan has a five year regulatory control period it is 2 

asymmetric to use a longer period to assess productivity.  The theoretical foundation for defining 3 

long-run is not reasonable for electric utilities in any event since the long-run in its purest since 4 

(all factors of production may be changed) could potentially be more than 50 years.  In this 5 

context, the long run must necessarily refer to a period when some fixed factors of production 6 

can be changed.  In that case five years is a long run period.  With respect to the volatility of 7 

input factors of production, those factors change in every period.  However, utilities‟ 8 

productivities are less affected by the economy because most of their costs are fixed and the 9 

response to an economic downturn is much slower.  Further, infrastructure replacement is 10 

critical to assure that a system is safe and reliable.  Replacing plant during a recessionary 11 

period is also more economic and thus one would expect to see utilities investing in 12 

infrastructure to the extent permitted by existing financial conditions.  With respect to input 13 

quantities other than infrastructure replacement as noted above, growth capital may decline but 14 

would be made up for by replacement capital.  Distribution labor would not change significantly 15 

because that cost is relatively fixed.  A&G expenses may be reduced where they are 16 

discretionary.   17 

The net result of a change in costs as a result of lower expenses would be to increase 18 

productivity.  This is just basic math.  If input costs are lower for the same or greater output TFP 19 

is either less negative or positive if cost changes are negative.  Thus there is no bias in the 20 

selected period although cost and plant changes may be made up of different components, but 21 

that conclusion is also true for any period and for any length of time.  Understanding the cost 22 

drivers for an electric utility is critical to understanding TFP and correctly specifying the model 23 

as B&V has done in this case.  B&V only collected data for the five year period because a 24 

longer period was not needed as discussed above. 25 

 26 

 27 

 28 

74.12.  Please defend your use of data from SNL Financial on utility operations.  Has 29 

SNL Financial approved the publication of this data? 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.12.  This response 33 

is similar to the FEI response to that IR, however some minor differences were necessary in 34 

order to respond appropriately for FBC. 35 

B&V provides the following response.  36 
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The FBC TFP Study in Appendix 2 used the Ventex Velocity database.  The use of the Ventex 1 

Velocity data base is fully explained in the TFP study report.  Please see page 8 of that report.  2 

The Ventex Velocity data base has not been made public as we used only a few selected 3 

variables required for the analysis and we are not releasing the data base in electronic form. 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

74.13.  On p. 8 of its report B&V states that “We have included all net plant for electric 8 

utilities as well as all costs including customer account costs and Administrative 9 

and General (A&G) overheads.  It is important to include these costs because 10 

their exclusion would result in a substantial over-estimation of the productivity 11 

associated with electric delivery since the exclusion of many of the costs 12 

associated with plant maintenance and overhead costs associated with labor 13 

are included in the A&G cost category.  Failure to include these costs under-14 

estimates changes in the cost of inputs and, thus, overestimates productivity of 15 

the labor resource.  Further, there are significant costs associated with 16 

customer and billing as well as general plant costs to support these activities.”  17 

B&V emphasizes on p. 11 that “The results represent a more comprehensive 18 

review of costs than that found in the AUC [productivity] analysis”.   19 

Please confirm that B&V has included the costs of demand-side management 20 

programs, pensions and other benefits, and uncollectible bills in its 21 

calculations.  Weren‟t all of these costs prone to rise rapidly during the period in 22 

question?   23 

Please demonstrate how and why the exclusion of A&G expenses from the 24 

B&V study would raise the TFP trend results.   25 

Doesn‟t the inclusion of pension and benefit expenses increase the weight on 26 

the labor quantity and to that extent increase measured TFP growth given the 27 

slower growth of the labor quantity? 28 

  29 

Response: 30 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IRs 1.81.14, 1.81.15, and 31 

1.81.16.  This response is similar to the FEI responses to those IRs but has been changed to be 32 

appropriate for the electric utility. 33 

Part 1:   34 

B&V provides the following response to the question of whether “B&V has included the costs of 35 

demand-side management programs, pensions and other benefits, and uncollectible bills in its 36 

calculations.  Weren‟t all of these costs prone to rise rapidly during the period in question?” 37 
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These costs are included in operating expenses.  The cost for non-capital pensions and 1 

benefits is included in A&G costs as are the customer service expenses.  With respect to 2 

the magnitude of these costs changes, the change in operating expense less fuel and 3 

purchased power averages approximately 5.3% per year for the utilities in the TFP 4 

Study.  Over this same period inflation averaged about 2.2%.  B&V considers that the 5 

5.3% would be representative of what could be expected over the next 5 years. 6 

Part 2:   7 

B&V provides the following response to the question “Please demonstrate how and why the 8 

exclusion of A&G expenses from the B&V study would raise the TFP trend results.” 9 

B&V‟s statement is predicated on the theory that these costs in total represent a positive 10 

change in input costs over the period.  If that is true the statement is theoretically correct. 11 

Part 3:   12 

B&V provides the following response to the question “Doesn‟t the inclusion of pension and 13 

benefit expenses increase the weight on the labor quantity and to that extent increase 14 

measured TFP growth given the slower growth of the labor quantity?” 15 

There is no weight on labor quantity in the TFP analysis.  The input values of labor, 16 

materials and supplies and rent is a composite as calculated under the ex-post 17 

measurement.  This is a benefit of the methodology because it is unnecessary to 18 

estimate shares which require any number of assumptions and potentially allocations 19 

that are not required under the B&V method.  Having to make assumptions and 20 

allocations not only makes the analysis less transparent it makes the analysis less 21 

reliable to the extent that the assumptions are not adequate to address all of the issues.  22 

The impact on TFP cannot be measured under the B&V methodology because there is 23 

no basis for multi-factor analysis. 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

74.14.  B&V discusses on p. 10 of its report the “ex post” approach to capital cost 28 

measurement.  Please provide a copy of the cited testimony by Alfred Kahn 29 

and mentions of this approach by the FCC and the Australian Energy 30 

Regulator.  What method was used to measure the capital quantity trend in Dr. 31 

Kahn‟s testimony?  Please confirm that the capital cost measured by this 32 

means is sensitive to volume fluctuations. 33 

  34 
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Response: 1 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.18.  The response 2 

has been changed to be applicable to the electric utility context.   3 

B&V provides the following response. 4 

Capital is measured based on net plant times 1 minus the operating ratio.  This is the equivalent 5 

of cost times quantity.  This is the same method used by Dr. Kahn and others.  B&V cannot 6 

confirm that the measure is sensitive to volume.  By volume, B&V assumes that the reference is 7 

to throughput and its impact on operating revenues used to determine the operating ratio.  8 

There are a number of reasons that make it impossible to conclude that volume in this sense 9 

has any impact on the cost of capital as measured in the TFP study.  First, a number of  electric 10 

utilities in the sample operate in jurisdictions with full decoupling.  This includes both California 11 

and New York for example.  Second, many of these utilities have adjustment mechanisms with 12 

true up provisions to recover a variety of different costs such as infrastructure replacement and 13 

other types of expenses.  Finally, utilities in the sample have the ability to seek new revenues 14 

through rate cases as needed and B&V is aware that many of these utilities filed rate cases and 15 

received rate increases during this period (B&V consultants have provided testimony in some of 16 

those cases, and we regularly follow rate case reporting from FortisBC and other sources that 17 

report on the results of rate cases). 18 

The testimony of Alfred Kahn is provided as Attachment 74.14. 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

74.15.  B&V discusses on p. 10 of its report the “ex post” approach to capital cost 23 

measurement.  Please explain whether in its previous productivity work B&V 24 

has used or considered the use of other approaches to capital cost 25 

measurement, the reasons for adopting the “ex post” approach to capital cost 26 

measurement, and any empirical evidence comparing productivity results using 27 

varying forms of capital cost measurement.  Please provide any productivity 28 

results calculated by B&V for FEI using any other approach to capital cost 29 

measurement. 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, BCUC IR 1.81.19.  This response 33 

is identical to the FEI response to that IR with the exception of the name change to FBC and 34 

minor modifications to properly refer to other IR responses. 35 
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B&V provides the following response. 1 

B&V adopted the ex-post approach based on its review of methods used by other agencies that 2 

have previously adopted I- X revenue or price cap regulation.  The method is more transparent, 3 

easier to understand.  Further discussion on this point is provided in response to BCUC IR 4 

1.46.2.  For a further discussion of the ex-post measure of capital, please see The Total Factor 5 

Productivity Performance of Victoria‟s Gas Distribution Industry by Denis Lawrence and John 6 

Kain cited in response to BCUC IR 1.45.2.  Please also see the Benchmarking Opex and Capex 7 

in Energy Networks prepared for the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.  The 8 

comparison of these two methods will likely produce different results based on the assumptions 9 

made for each method.  However, there is no reason to believe that the overall results would be 10 

significantly different in terms of the magnitude and sign (i.e. negative or positive) of TFP if the 11 

proper measure of outputs and inputs were used.   12 

B&V did not use any other methods for estimating TFP in its previous productivity work or for 13 

FBC. 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

74.16.  On p. 9 of its report B&V characterize their measure of “electric inputs” as the 18 

“change in weighted cost of capital and total expenses”.   FBC states, relatedly, 19 

on p. 46 of its PBR application that “the input measures represent the operating 20 

and capital costs associated with the utility delivery function”.  Can one 21 

conclude from this that B&V used the trend in cost to measure the trend in the 22 

input quantity?  If so, and since growth Cost = growth Input Prices + growth 23 

Input Quantities, wouldn‟t the resultant trend in input quantity be upward biased 24 

by the pace of input price growth? 25 

  26 

Response: 27 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.20. This response is 28 

similar to the FEI response to that IR, however some minor differences were necessary in order 29 

to respond appropriately for FBC. 30 

B&V provides the following response. 31 

The measure of inputs is based on an ex-post measurement as described by B&V.  This issue 32 

has been fully discussed in the responses to CEC IRs 1.74.8, 1.81.13 and 1.81.14.   33 

The formula provided in the question is an incorrect measure.  The TFP measures the change 34 

in inputs which may or may not be related to cost growth.  If input quantity increased and costs 35 
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decreased cost growth could be zero or negative.  Since the ex-post measure of all other factors 1 

is weighted total dollars it reflects both price changes and quantity changes and importantly also 2 

the quality changes in inputs without the necessity of directly measuring these factors as part of 3 

a labor index. 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

74.17.  Please provide a citation for the formula used to calculate the input quantity 8 

trend from a scholarly or other respected source such as Statistics Canada or 9 

the United State Bureau of Labor Statistics.  Is this input measure the same as 10 

presented on schedule 2 column AB under the heading “Cost Change”? 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, BCUC IR 1.81.21.  This response 14 

is identical to the FEI response to that IR. 15 

B&V provides the following response. 16 

The input quantity trend is calculated using the Kahn method as noted in the B&V Report on 17 

TFP Appendix D-2. Each of the late Dr. Kahn, the FERC and the FCC are respected sources. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

74.18.  Net plant is the total cost of plant and equipment, acquired over many decades 22 

at rising prices, less accumulated depreciation.  Did the study make any 23 

adjustment to net plant to account for the price at which these assets were 24 

acquired such that it could be considered a measure of capital quantity? 25 

  26 

Response: 27 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.23.  This response 28 

is identical to the FEI response to that IR. 29 

No.  The ex-post methodology used by B&V does not require adjustments of this nature, since it 30 

uses the net plant times the operating ratio as the total plant input. 31 

 32 

 33 
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 1 

74.19.  Please explain why O&M expenses are a plausible proxy for the quantity of 2 

O&M if not adjusted for inflation. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.24.  This response 6 

is identical to the FEI response to that IR. 7 

B&V provides the following response. 8 

The important point in the TFP analysis is that there is no need to estimate quantity or quality of 9 

labor when using the ex-post measure.  The estimation of the quantity of labor required a 10 

number of assumptions in the NERA study for the AUC that were unnecessary in the TFP 11 

Report. 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

74.20.  Please explain the formulas used to calculate the values in column X and AF of 16 

Schedule 2. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

The formulas used to calculate columns X and AF are discussed in the TFP Report Appendix D-20 

2 pages 9 and 10 and shown on Schedule 2 above the column.  The full calculation is explained 21 

in the text of the TFP Report.   22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

74.21.  Please explain any disagreement you have with the following statement: The 26 

negative productivity trend obtained by Black and Veatch is due in large 27 

measure to its failure to deflate cost and its choice of an extraordinarily short 28 

sample period characterized by unusually slow system growth and brisk growth 29 

in O&M expenses.   30 

  31 

Response: 32 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.29.  This response 33 

is identical to the FEI response to that IR. 34 
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B&V provides the following response. 1 

The statement is incorrect.  As explained in the TFP Report (Appendix D-2) and numerous IR 2 

responses, the negative TFP has nothing to do with slow system growth since growth is related 3 

to customers and capacity not throughput.  It is throughput that grew slowly over the period.  4 

The costs used represent the actual costs of capital and all other costs.  It is fair to say that the 5 

growth in costs represents the market based prices for the factors of production used to 6 

determine the TFP as approved by the utility regulators for each data point.  Finally, the use of 7 

five years is an appropriate period when the use of the model is to forecast the TFP trend for 8 

five years as proposed in the plan.  This has also been fully discussed in numerous IRs. 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

74.22.  Please provide any recent studies of FEI‟s productivity that B&V or any other 13 

entity has conducted. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

This question is identical to FEI‟s 2014-2018 PBR Application, CEC IR 1.81.30.  FBC assumes 17 

that this question to FEI was intended to refer to FBC, not FEI.  This response is identical to the 18 

FEI response to that IR, with the exception of the name change to FBC. 19 

FBC has not conducted or commissioned any other TFP studies or other productivity studies 20 

pertaining to its own utility operations. 21 

  22 
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75. Reference:   MULTIYEAR PERFORMANCE BASED RATE-MAKING MECHANISM 1 

Appendix D1, PBR Jurisdictional Benchmarking Report from Black and Veatch 2 

On page 44 of Appendix D1, B&V states that “The results of the IR Plans have been 3 

quite positive for the Ontario gas LDCs‟ stakeholders based on the PEG report cited 4 

above.” 5 

75.1.  Please confirm that the referenced PEG report found TFP growth trends above 6 

1% for both Enbridge and Union between 2005 and 2010.  7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Confirmed.  Note that Enbridge and Union are gas distribution utilities.  B&V observes that 10 

growth trends for gas LDC TFP are fundamentally different than electric utilities.  This point is 11 

discussed in Appendix D-1 relative to the application of electric TFP to gas LDCs. Also note the 12 

response to BCUC 1.15.1 where the PEG results for Ontario electric studies suggests the 13 

proposed X-Factor is above the value for electric distribution companies.  Also note the 14 

response to BCUC IR 1.15.1 where the PEG results for Ontario electric studies suggests the 15 

proposed X-Factor is above the value for electric distribution companies. 16 

 17 
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Revenue Calcs 2013 2018

						REVENUE CALCULATIONS

						2014		2015		2016		2017		2018

		Residential		kWh		1,402,349,908		1,404,881,351		1,408,584,489		1,416,625,752		1,422,447,409

				$/kWh		$   0.11797		$   0.11807		$   0.11816		$   0.11821		$   0.11828

				Revenue Estimate		$   165,435,679		$   165,868,206		$   166,433,995		$   167,453,357		$   168,252,626

		Commercial		kWh		867,360,817		879,549,212		891,017,425		899,647,123		914,299,250

				$/kWh		$   0.08717		$   0.08717		$   0.08717		$   0.08718		$   0.08716

				Revenue Estimate		$   75,605,360		$   76,666,806		$   77,668,396		$   78,429,576		$   79,693,331

		Industrial		kWh		389,461,081		389,808,238		389,464,859		388,526,802		387,951,452

				$/kWh		$   0.07689		$   0.07662		$   0.07640		$   0.07626		$   0.07623

				Revenue Estimate		$   29,943,960		$   29,868,914		$   29,756,219		$   29,627,589		$   29,573,685

		Wholesale		kWh		581,255,261		584,207,506		587,248,902		590,372,432		593,590,103

				$/kWh		$   0.07215		$   0.07218		$   0.07221		$   0.07224		$   0.07227

				Revenue Estimate		$   41,938,635		$   42,170,088		$   42,407,635		$   42,650,721		$   42,900,099

		Total		kWh		3,240,427,067		3,258,446,307		3,276,315,675		3,295,172,109		3,318,288,214

				$/kWh		$   0.09657		$   0.09654		$   0.09653		$   0.09655		$   0.09656

				Revenue Estimate		$   312,923,634		$   314,574,014		$   316,266,245		$   318,161,242		$   320,419,742
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